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Faculty
group
supports
Hughey
1.1) J. G. Griswold
Daily staff writer
The local chapter of the California Black Faculty/Staff Association sent two letters Monday one praising
the university’s handling of an investigation of sexual harassment allegations against a dean and one condemning
the local California Faculty Association’s involvement in
he matter.
Andrew Hughey, dean of the School of Applied Arts
and Sciences, is being investigated by the university in
connection with a single allegation made against him by
an unidentified SJSU female employee.
In a letter to SJSU President Gail Fullerton, the association said it is pleased that the president has expressed
concern about the possibilities that Hughey’s race could
be part of the allegations made against him, said SJSU
Prof. Carlene Young. statewide association vice president.
Hughey, the highest ranking SJSU black administrator, has said that he denies all allegations of sexual harassment and expects to be vindicated by the university
investigation.
The association also sent a letter to William Crist,
CFA statewide president, condemning Scott Rice, the university chapter president, for using his position "to violate the civil rights" of Hughey and "for threatening adcontinued on back page

Steve Alden - Daily staff photograw .
SJSU President Gail Fullerton uses a bullhorn to address anti-apartheid demonstrators in front of Ntorris Dailey Auditorium.

Fullerton to consider six demands
By Chuck Carroll
Daily staff writer
More than 200 protesters chanting anti-apartheid
slogans and singing songs from the 19600 marched yesterday from a rally at the Student Union to the office of
SJSU President Gail Fullerton and then to a nearby
Bank of America to protest U.S. investments in South
Africa.
Fullerton did not keep the crowd waiting. She met
the demonstrators on the steps of Tower Hall, where
they presented a letter listing six demands. Steve Rudnick and Mia Owens, the moderators of the earlier
rally, asked that she respond to the demands.
Speaking through a bullhorn to the crowd that
pressed to within feet of her, Fullerton said she could
not respond immediately.
"I have a list I haven’t had a chance to read," she
said. "I will be pleased to read what’s on the list. I’ll be
glad to meet after I’ve read the letter."
Rudnick then told the president that she was invited
to respond to the demands at a follow-up rally scheduled for next Wednesday at the S.U. amphitheater, renamed the Winnie Mandella Amphitheater. Ralliers re-

named it in honor ot the black South African social
worker who has worked against apartheid since 1957.
Fullerton told the demonstrators she might not be
able to attend next week’s rally because of a planned
meeting in Sacramento with people involved in the new
Engineering Building project. When someone shouted
that her response was more important, others shouted
their agreement.
Fullerton then went to her office to check her schedule, and the crowd began to chant "check your calendar." Associated Students President-elect Erin O’Doherty asked the crowd to be respectful, and it quieted
down.
When Fullerton returned, she told the demonstrators she would postpone a luncheon with Ray Cortinez,
new superintendent of San Jose Unified School District.
The crowd cheered and thanked Fullerton, and began to
march to the Bank of America.

The university sever all relations with such companies, including the prohibition of recruitment of employees, the closing of bank accounts and the refusal of
corporate donations.

Inside Tower Hall, Fullerton told reporters she felt
"the need to do something" in response to the protesters demands, but reiterated that she could not be specific until she read the letter. She also said SJSU has no

Fullerton set up an "assessment tool" by January 1986 to monitor compliance with a rule requiring
all general education courses to include information on
continued on back page

Board approves REC funding
By Aaron Crowe
Daily staff writer
At Tuesday’s Student Union
Board of Director’s meeting, members discussed the money that Spartan Shops has given to a Rec Center
fund. They decided that there is no ulterior motive to the donation and it is
not a conflict of interest.
Spartan Shops, Inc. has given
$164,213 from its unallocated reserve
to the Rec Center fund so far. But
S.U. Director Ron Barrett said there
are no strings attached to the money.
For the next three years, 70 percent
of Spartan Shops’ unallocated reserve will go to the Rec Center.
This could amount to $300,000 to
$500,000, said SUBOD Chairman Jeff
Coughlan. Spartan Shops wants to
contribute to the construction of the
center, he said, but after the Rec Center is open, the percentage may drop.
"If Spartan Shops came up with
$4 million, I’d say, gee, you can do
anything you want," Coughlan said
at the meeting.
Another SUBOD member who is
also a committee member said yesterday that Spartan Shops has offered to donate more money to the
Rec Center. The member, Larry
Dougherty, called it a possible conflict of interest since Spartan Shops
may be a bidder to use space in the

investments in South Africa as does the University of
California.
"I wish we had investments to divest," she said.
A copy of the letter to Fullerton states that the protesters are "outraged at the enforced racism of apartheid in South Africa and the ways that SJSU supports
racism at home and abroad." It lists as demands that:

center.
Dougherty did not attend either
the SUBOD or the committee meeting Tuesday.
The original idea of the Rec Center Committee was to find someone
who would go out and find gifts for
the center, Dougherty said. The ad
hoc committee was formed at the
April 9 SUBOD meeting.
Because Spartan Shops is a nonprofit organization, it plans to make a
3 percent profit every year and anything more than that is given back to
the university in some form. The first
925,000 out of Spartan Shops surplus
is given to the S.C.
Starting June 30, 1985, the distribution of the remaining surplus balance will be: 10 percent to the University President’s discretionary
fund, 10 percent to the Associated
Students general fund, 10 percent to
the Spartan Shops Board and 70 percent to the Rec Center fund.
SUBOD member Ted Gehrke
said yesterday that based on his dealings with other recreation facilities
on other campuses, he believes it is
better for the school to maintain fiscal control.
"The more they held on to, the
better their financial picture was,"
Gehrke said.

Dean of Student Services and
SUBOD member Bob Martin said at
the meeting that all discussion at the
Spartan Shops meetings has been
about donating a gift, not the motives
behind it. Martin is a board member
of Spartan Shops.
He also said that Spartan Shops
may eventually compete to provide
services in the Rec Center, but that
that is a separate issue from a gift to
the fund.
Gehrke asked at the SUBOD
meeting what Spartan Shops expects
to get in return for the donations and
if there was no ulterior motive.
A.S. President Michael Schneider, who is on the Spartan Shops
board, said the motive was to give the
money to SUBOD and let it deal with
it.
The money is being held by Spartan Shop until construction begins,
Barrett said. SUBOD will get to keep
the interest it earns, he said.
When the S.U. was built, Spartan
Shops paid more than $1 million, or 25
percent, of the building construction
costs. It gave $750,000 to construct the
Spartan Bookstore and $300,000 to
provide furniture for its food services, he said.

Fullerton "present to the public a written condemnation" of "all 125 U.S. banks and 350 U.S. corporations" doing business with the white minority South African government and that she send copies of the
condemnation to the California State University Board
of Trustees and Gov. George Deukmejian.

Rec Center
will hire
fund-raiser
By Aaron Crowe
Daily staff writer
Finding someone to look for and
accept monetary gifts for the Recreation and Events Center will have to
wait until next semester.
The newly formed Rec Center
Committee has been looking for
someone to solicit gifts since its inception at the April 9 Student Union
Board of Directors meeting.
People have been approaching
members of the committee and
asking if they could give gifts and or
be hired for the job once the center is
built, said SUBOD Chairman Jeff
Coughlan.
At Tuesday’s committee meeting
potential donors were considered for
the job. Coughlan said, but the final
decision will not be made until Fall
1985.
"People are asking us if they can
help with donations and this is our answer," he said after the meeting.
Names of possible candidates for
continued on page 6

A.S. owes
$25,000 fee,
study says
By Mariann Hansen
Daily staff writer
As a result of a study conducted by the SJSU office of
Business Affairs, the university discovered it has been undercharging Associated Students for the hours university
employees spend working on A.S. outside of their regular
duties.
Connie Sauer, SJSU associate executive vice president of Business Affairs, said that each university in the
California State University system is required by the
state chancellor’s office to recharge campus auxiliaries
for university services rendered. Auxiliaries are those organizations on campus which are self supporting, such as
AS., Spartan Shops and the Student Union.
Sauer said she was not sure when the last study was
been done, but that the state chancellor recommended to
the colleges in the system that they re-evaluate their current recharge processes.
Recharge fees for 1984-85 for the A.S. Business Office
were projected at $8,249 by SJSU Business Affairs, but
after a study of the departments which provide services
to the A.S. the recharge fees excelled to $33,492. Salary in
continued on back page

Belli doesn’t show
at his client’s forum
By J. M. Andermatt
Daily staff writer
San Francisco attorney Melvin
Belli failed to show up for a meeting
of Bay Area Citizens for Homeowner’s Privacy (BA-CHOP) Tuesday
night, but the meeting. which 350 people attended, went on anyway in the
Student Union Loma Prieta Room.
Belli could not attend because he
was sick, his associate Richard
Brown said.
Belli and other members of his
law firm are representing BA-CHOP
In a countersuit against Premiere
Communications, a cable television
company that also operates the local
Home Box Office programming. Premiere is suing homeowners for stealing the company’s airwaves with antennas they bought legally.
Homeowners using the microwave dish antennas were sent a letter
by Premiere informing them that
they must pay the company $300 because they are using their cable service. BA -CHOP members contend that
the airwaves don’t belong exclusively
to the cable company.
Dieter Walsemann, co-chairman
of BA-CHOP, said members are just

fighting for basic rights and freedom
of the airwaves.
Speaker Chuck Dawson, broadcaster and owner of Space Age Video
in San Jose, was sued for selling antennas that pick up cable stations. He
won his case in court and encouraged
BA -CHOP members to fight Premiere because if people stop fighting,
Premiere will get $300 from every
homeowner.
"It’s not the money, it’s the principle," Dawson said. "All they (Premiere) care about is the money. They
went up to a lot of small people for the
money. Now, they’re scared."
Kevin Finn, board member of
Citizens for Homeowner’s Privacy in
Sacramento, said that "these people
deserve nothing from us except one
hell of a fight. Let’s continue to give
it."
BA-CHOP began last year to
have a cohesive coalition against
Premiere. Members, instead of paying Premiere $300, donate $50 to HA
CHOP once, and then pay $10 a
month. The donations cover the cost
of attorney fees, newsletters and advertisements.
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Entertainers stimulate relief fund
The United States doesn’t seem very concerned about
its own poor, homeless and starving. Neither do the people of other troubled countries seem to care about their
own needy people.
However, when it comes to a starving apartheid country like Africa, the United States becomes the country’s
very own big brother. In a highly publicized humanitarian
move, a group of musical performers, who rank high on

Janet
Lee

the American Top 40 music hit list, came together to form
including Lionel
U.S.A. for Africa. Top performers
Richie, Stevie Wonder, Cyndi Lauper, Michael Jackson,
Charles, and
Ray
Huey Lewis, Diana Ross, Willie Nelson,
Bruce Springsteen came together to record the single,
"We Are The World," that became an overnight hit.
The performers donated their time and effort to produce an emotional, heart-rending song to help the famine
relief for Ethiopians and the rest of Africa. They didn’t
make any money, but that wasn’t their intention. Listen to
the emotions of the singers and words of the song and you
will understand that their intentions were to unite the
world to help this one starving, dying country . . . and
they have. Written by Lionel Richie and Michael Jackson,
the single evolved into an album of the same name.

At issue:

Except for a small portion of the money that went to
produce the single, all of the money went to relief donations. There have been various reports from television
and radio stations and newspapers about how much
money goes to the Africa relief fund.
One news station stated that $7.50 per album sold
would go to Africa. A radio station reported that 70 percent per album sold would go to the relief fund. However,
the album states that 90 percent of the money made per
album will go to the relief fund. Of that amount, 35 percent will go to immediate relief, 35 percent will go to seeds
and fertilizers and 20 percent will go to improve homes
and dwellings. The remaining 10 percent will go to the
hungry and homeless in the U.S.
In addition, a group of Latin American stars including Julio Iglesias, have come together to form their own
relief album 50 percent of which goes to the Africa relief fund with the remaining 50 percent going to aid troubled Latin American countries.
There also is talk that Christan singing stars will
come together to form yet another relif album.
It’s strange that when a country like the United States
is hurting, no one comes to our aid, but look what Africa
gets when it hurts. Other countries also hurt, but no one
helped. But then they’re not as worse off as Africa. The
country is plagued with death, disease and hunger. Picture a land where spinal meningitis, malaria and typhoid
are common. Picture thousands of thin, malnourished
adults and children living off a few bags of flour and you
will know a little of their suffering.
Countless stories and pictures, depicting the plight of
Ethiopians and others in Africa, existed long before help
or public awareness came. But when American Top 40
music stars get together, it’s news big news that
counts. Otherwise, it’s forgotten by the majority of the
population.
It’s sad that to get help for any country celebrities
must first get involved in order to garner public attention
and compassion. And then the rest of the herd follows
along
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Letters policy
The success of the Forum page is in your
hands. Your response to any topic of interest is
welcome.
All letters must bear the writer’s name, signature, major, phone number and class standing.
The phone number will not be printed.
Letters can be delivered to the Daily, upstairs in Dwight Bentel Hall, or at the information
center on the first floor of the Student Union, The
Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit letters for
libel and length.
The viewpoints expressed in opinion pieces
and cartoons are those of the authors.

Banning magazine would serve no purpose
Obscenity is subjective. What’s obscene to one person is not necessarily obscene to another. It is up to
each individual to decide for him or herself what is and
what is not obscene and not force that opinion on to others.

Mariann
Hansen
Chan said the protesting was the "best publicity we
could get." He added that the last time he was at Stanford he interviewed about 50 women, but this time he
spoke with more than 70 women. He attributed this to
protests.
The students who have spoken out are forgetting
something it is as much a model’s right to pose for
magazines such as Penthouse and Playboy as it is a student’s right to protest the material. All of this anti -pornography rhetoric is not going to stop women from
wanting to pose.
No matter how many thousands of women (and
men) protest such "exploitation," there is always going

to be a woman who wants to help her modeling career
Those who don’t like it, don’t have to read it. I do not
care to look at nude women in bondage, as the women in
Penthouse magazine are often portrayed, and I have
the choice not to. It is when the choice no longer is there
that twill worry.
If you think it degrades women then it is something
within those women that has to change. As long as there
are photographers who want to snap photos of nude
women, be they hog-tied or smothered in cooking oil,
there is going to be a woman who is willing to do it and
that is her choice.
It is not only the choice of the public to read the
magazines which is the concern, it is the choice of the
model to pose for it.
One woman protesting at Stanford told a television
news reporter that she thought the "Women of the Pac
10" calendar would be degrading. It would upset her if
any woman would be exploited because, "I’m part of
her," she said.
Women do have something in common we are all
women, but we are still individuals who have different
ideals. If these women were all so much a part of each
other, why are there still women posing?
It comes down to a question of rights. The only way
pornography is going to stop is when models choose not
to do it, or when there no longer is a demand for it.
As long as women keep posing for the magazines
and men keep buying the magazines, they will be published. The moral change has to come from within.

Magazine is out of place on bookstore shelves
In recent weeks, attempts by the SJSU’s Women’s
Center to have Penthouse magazine removed from the
shelves of the campus bookstore has brought to mind issues and ideals which many students would rather
leave up to someone else to decide, or raise reactions of
defense and stubborness.
Although the final decision to decide the fate of student access to this magazine has yet to be made, we, as
students attending an institution of higher learning,
should look at what would be lost should the Women’s
Center win.
Screaming, "censorship" is the first, and most
often used, defense reaction in an attempt by any group
to remove or control what the paying public has access
to. But, if this defense is looked at objectively, why
must a publication of this type be available to students
in the first place? What real benefits to a student’s environmental condition or education is gained from Penthouse? Would it actually be such a blow to the rights of
free citizens of this democracy if the choice was taken
away just this once? Does the sale of magazines like
this actually contribute to a well-rounded education?
And how many people would truly be affected or
feel deprived of their First Amendment rights if Penthouse Magazine were removed from the bookstore?
Perhaps if the bookstore sold thousands of issues every
month it could be presented empirically that a good majority of the campus reading population would feel deprived, but this is not the case. Maybe 25 or 30 students
would feel cheated. Does this sound like a majority?
The Women’s Center is not trying to have Pent -

Dana
Perrigan

Courage

Should Penthouse be sold in the campus bookstore?

If students need to get their jollies from Penthouse
magazine let ’em get it from Penthouse. It’s their
money, their eyes, and their minds, no one elses.
When the subject comes up about selling pornographic magazines on campus, someone brings up that
we are at a university and should not be subjected to
pornography. Then someone else brings up that we are
at a university and should have different forms of
media available to us, including pornographic magazines.
Even if Penthouse was banned from campus, as a
result of a student petition, others could go elsewhere to
buy it.
Protesting such magazines only brings more attention to them. People are curious to see what all the hoopla is about.
Students at SJSU have been circulating a petition to
ban Penthouse magazine from the campus bookstore
because it promotes women and violence. At Stanford
University, a group called Stanford Students Opposed
to Pornography were protesting against Playboy magazine photographer David Chan, who came to the campus in search of a Stanford female student to pose for
his "Women of the Pac 10" calendar.

Against the Grain

Peter
Lazich

house banned from magazine racks across the country.
If a student absolutely must have a new issue of Penthouse every month, they can still go to the neighborhood 7-11 and grocery stores to purchase one. The magazine will only be unavailable on campus. Is that such a
sacraf ice?
"Well, if we allow Penthouse to go what will be
next?" This is the second most common defense rational used by good Americans. Philosophy IA teachers
will explain this defense away as the fallacy of the domino, and this is fallacy in the first degree. The assumption is that if A leads to B, then B will undoubtedly lead
to C, which will then lead to D, and so on down the line.

Reasoning of this sort is nothing short of fatalistic paranoia. The Women’s Center has stated openly that Penthouse is the only magazine they are trying to have removed from the bookstore. However, this does not
mean students should feel safe and protected knowing
we have concerned groups like the Women’s Center protecting the moral standards of our bookstore the
taste of victory can be intoxicating.
Anyone who has seen even a few issues of Penthouse would have to agree that this publication has
made a name for itself by depicting erotica that verges
on pornography in almost every issue. Whatever two
loving, consenting adults decide to do with, or for, each
other in the privacy of their own homes is nobody’s business. However, the constant depiction of women tied
and bound, carrying whips and chains, does not seem to
be something that should be associated with love and
tenderness or even erotica. Doesn’t this form of erotica
seem a bit contradictory? If a person must associate
pain with love and pleasure, something very fundementa I is lacking in basic nurturing and upbringing.
This point of view may seem a bit prudish to Daily
readers, but on an unemotional level it is not. The opinion expressed herein has been put forward so that those
who will read this defensively, might be able to see that
all censorship is not what the Women’s Center is pushing for. The removal of a monthly publication that
really does not have the taste or quality to be sold on
this campus is what should be considered.

"Never strike a sail to fear."

Emerson
EMERSON PROBABLY NEVER had to:
square off with a couple of merciless thugs
’
in a dark alley or, what would be far
more likely these days, a gang of 15-year-old
delinquents whose stage of moral and mental
development on the evolutionary scale lies
somewhere between that of the Great White Shark
and a pack of rats.
If he had, he might have modified his stance:
He might have rejected the god of courage he
wrote so strongly about and paid brief homage to
the god of prudence he might have turned tail
and gone into his best Jesse Owens-at-the-1936Olympics imitation.
Physical courage is honored and reverred in
our society. For obvious reasons, it is most highly
esteemed in males. Boys learn this lesson very
quickly on the battlefields of elementary school
playgrounds, where cowardice means ostracism
and a lower place in the pre-pubescent pecking
order: Ills far better to duke it out with the
schoolyard bully and end up with the taste of blood
and dust in your mouth than suffer the humiliation
of backing down.
But physical courage is only one aspect of
heroism. Emerson tells us that heroism is "a
military attitude of the soul," which, in its rudest
form "is the contempt for safety or ease;" that it
is "negligent of expense, of heath, of life, of
danger, of hatred, of reproach," and is "scornful
of petty calculations and scornful of being scorned.
"Its jest is the littleness of common life. That
false prudence which dots on health and wealth is
the butt and merriment of heroism."
Clearly then, the type of man or woman
Emerson is talking about is not very likely to
climb the corporate ladder of success where
deference to superiors is a pre-requisite for
advancement. Too much truth, which translates
into a lack of diplocmacy, can stop a career dead
in its tracks.
LIKE TO KEEP our heroes at a
distance. We like to vicariously revel in
WE
their exploits on film and in novels for a
few hours and then return to the safety of our
homes. But we are reluctant to put our bank
accounts, careers and lives on the line for
something as transitory and ephemeral as truth
and justice.
But there is another form of heroism. It is
quieter and less decorated. The hard-working
parents who sacrifice for the good of their
children, the work of a good teacher who labors to
instill some modicum of learning into his or her
pupils; the factory worker who climbs out of bed
each morning to perform the same daily drudgery
so his family will have what they need, and the
courage required by immigrants to adapt
themselves to a new land and way of life are all
acts of heroism.
Most of us will probably never have the
occasion or opportunity to perform great and
heroic deeds. Fate seems to thrust then4 upon a
select few. But we all share the capacity for
heroism. And there will always be certain
moments in our lives when we will face the choice
of telling the truth at our own expense, or to
perform some small deed which we will find
inconvenient.
In the end, we do what we can and what we
must. Hopefully, that will be enough.
Dana Perrigan is forum editor. His columns
appear Tuesday and Thursday.
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The Veterans
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Counselors share hurts, pain
of returning Vietnam veterans

Memories
of
Vietnam

Steve CapeVilla.

A replica of the Vietnam memorial in Washington D.C. on display
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at the San Jose Rose Garden

By John Ramos
Daily staff writer
While resting at a beautiful
mountain pass in Austria feeling a serene spiritual solitude during a 90day hitchhiking tour of Europe, Jim
Barker decided he must share, with
other veterans, the Vietnam experiences he had been keeping to himself.
"The Vietnam veterans had been
alone through most of their war experience because they were shipped
into the war alone or with strangers,"
said Barker, director of counseling
for the San Jose Vet Center. "In Vietnam the constant struggle for survival was a lonely feeling and they
came home alone, with no parades,
no receptions, and no one to talk to."
There was no common ground in
which the veteran could discuss the
war with those at home, he said.
Barker’s training gave him more
preparation for the Vietnam experience than most soldiers that served
in the war, he said.
"I went through 94 weeks of language training in Monterey (California) and also learned about the history and culture of Vietnam," Barker
said.
The training and Barker’s age at
the time (23) were probably the main
reasons he was able to come out of
the war in a better emotional state
than many vets, he said.
The one factor which contributed
most to U.S. soldiers being overwhelmed by the Vietnam experience
was "youth," Barker said. The fact
that so many I7-and 18-year-olds
served in the war has been documented as a "policy blunder" by
high-ranking government officials,
he said.
The older Vietnam vets were
much easier on themselves after the
war than their younger peers, Barker
said.
"There was no transition from
one point to the next for the young soldier. He would be in a peacful setting
listening to Jimmy Hendrix music
during the day, then be dropped at
night in a landing zone with bullets,

This is the first of a series of
articles commemorating the
tenth anniversary of the fall
of Saigon and the events
leading up to the end of the
Vietnam War. Spartan Daily
reporters have interviewed
American and Vietnamese
veterans, counselors,
writers, refugees and an
anthropologist in order to
capture in writing the facts
and feelings of the Vietnam
era.

Paul Ruffner
Feature Editor
mortars and artillery blasting from
all directions, villages on fire and death all around," he said.
The absence of a transition from
the combat zone to home may have
been the toughest problem for the vet
to accept. Barker said.
"The Vietnam vet returned to an
America that seemed to be deaf to
the Indo-Chinese suffering. They
seemed unaware of the magnitude of
the death, destruction and the suffering," he said.
The vet saw a society that was in
a "mad rush for materialism," Barker said.
"Vets called it a slash, crash,
burnout, material-accumulating catastrophe," he said.
They wanted nothing to do with
American society and people’s indifference to the tragedies of the war
made it easy for the vet to isolate
himself, Barker said.
"I made the assumption that I
had to rebuild my life alone." he said.
"There was a stigma placed on the
vet and there was a silent agreement
between the vet and the government
We’ll slow down hostilities against

way the Vets came home, scattering
throughout the United States, left
them with no support system. From
the release of the first veterans in the
mid 19605 until 1979, the veterans
were left to deal with the Vietnam experience on their own, Barker said.
Not all Vietnam veterans went
into isolation. Some joined the "mad
rush for materialism" and suffered
great consequences, he said. One of
Barker’s clients converted his hate.
anger, distrust and fear from the war
experience into the development of a
successful business. But when he had
time to reflect on the reality of his
anger about the war, the man’s business fell to pieces. Barker said.
"As long as his business enabled
him to take chances, to take on the
duty of being responsible for everyone, he was able to keep going," Barker said. "But when he reached success, he delegated authority to those
that he knew would fail."
Eventually Barker’s client lost
his business and became an alcoholic. He went from success to failure
and even to the point of being suicidal, Barker said.
The client had been through
every ugly aspect of the war. He had
seen American soldiers kill and
wound each other. He had seen rape.
cold-blooded murder of innocent civilians and children, deception, and
at times complete isolation from the
reality of distinguishing good from
evil, Barker said.
The support system offered by
vet centers established by funding
from a bill entitled "Readjustment
Program."
Service
Counseling
passed in October 1979, has given veterans the opportunity to seek help, he
said. The purpose of the program was
to set up centers outside the existing
VA facilities where Vietnam -era vets
can seek support and counseling with
minimal bureaucratic ties, Barker
said.
The motto of the program is
"Help without Hassles," he said.
Ed Garcia, a counselor at the San
continued MI page I

Bitter ex-Marine injured in Vietnam
seeks recognition for disabled vets
By John Ramos
Daily staff writer
Tom Maxson, President ot
SJSU’s Disabled Students Association, was in Vietnam for only 13 days,
but his short time there left him with
a lifetime memory. Maxson lost his
left eye and the partial vision of his
right eye in a freak fire that caused
the explosion of an ammunition bunker.
Maxson is bitter about the treatment given disabled Vietnam veterans.
"This country has gone out of its
way to honor the dead Vietnam veteran but has done very little to honor
the disabled vet," Maxson said.
Disabled vets must live with
their pain every day of their lives, he
said.
Maxson received U.S. Marine
training and considered himself a
Marine, but from the time of his injury on, the U.S. Marine Corps
seemed to desert him.
"After the explosion I lay
wounded in the middle of a field and I
heard someone yell for a corpsman
( medic) who answered, ’I’m too
short to go out there.’ My friends, Ace
and Gary finally came out and carried me to the Command Post," Maxson said.
The Marines could not supply a
helicopter to transport Maxson to a
medical center, so an Army helicopter was used to evacuate him, he
said.
"A Marine Corps priest gave me
last rites and I remember laying in a
cold place for quite some time and
eventually I woke up in a medical
ship," Maxson said.
He was transported by ship to the
U.S. to Oak Knoll Naval Hospital in
Oakland, he said.
"When I called my parents. they

thought I had lost a leg and all arm,’’
Maxson said, waving his arms and
legs,’ The telegrams sent by the Marine Corps were confusing for my
parents."
Five months after he was
wounded and after several operations, Maxson was released from the
military.
"I was of no more service to the
Marines," he said.
"When I went to the Veteran’s
Administration to sign up for my benefits, I was told that their paper work
was behind by a year," Maxson said.
"That’s when I became rebellious. I went to my congressman and
within six weeks I got my compensation check," he said.
In 1977, Maxson applied for training with the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act program in
San Jose. CETA is a federal program
established to provide job training
for minorities and the disabled.
Maxson was denied entry into the
program because of his disability, he
said. "I filed a lawsuit and won,"
( CETA)
"They
Maxson
said.
awarded me 62,500."
After experiencing discrimination because of his disability, he became more aware and concerned
with the rights of the disabled.
"I got married on March 28, 1978
and since then my wife, Laura and
my three children Nicholas 7, Cassidy 3 , and Allison, 10-months-old,
have been my life," Maxson said.
Marriage set Maxson on a
straight path towards his educational
goals.
"In 1980 I chose to continue my
education and looked for a school that
was accommodating to disabled students’ needs." Masson said

Israel Education Independence
Day Celebration
Thursda,
April 25, 1985

"Yom Haatzmaut11 am - 3 pm

Art quad and amphitheatre
Noon Guest Speakers:
John Rothmann
Beni Benjamin
Sheifaf Rafaeli
Sponsored by
Israel Action CommitteeMillel
Bring this ad to the "Pasha’s" falafel booth
or the Hillel blintz booth for
25’ off with purchase

1

He entered the Western Region
Blind Center, a veterans hospital in
Palo Alto, to receive training in mobility and adaptive aids.
After leaving the center, the program for disabled students at Foothill College impressed Maxson and
he enrolled in school there.
After graduating from Foothill
College, he transferred to SJSU.
"When I came to San Jose State,
the program was well -organized,"
Maxson said. "Teachers were aware
and sensitive to disabled students’
needs. The transition was smooth and
I got good support from the Disabled
Students Office."
Eventually he was elected president of USA and said he is committed
to the progress of the disabled community.
"I think that the disabled people’s movement is on the way up,"
Maxson said. "If disabled people get
involved, the movement can be up
with the other minority group
movements. But it will take active
participation."
Through his experience of going
from what society considers "normal" to being labeled "disabled,"
Maxson has learned a difficult lesson.
"I’ve realized that everything I
heard about everyone being equal
wasn’t true," he said. "After the accident in Vietnam, I didn’t have the
same rights. But I had to accept the
label and I have always worked myself from under those confines. I look
at something that has to be done and I
look at the positive way to solve the
problem "

Steve

Alden

Daily staff

photographer

Tom Maxson, SJSU disabled students president

THESES. WE DELIVER
Let kinko’s
Reproduce Your Brain -Child

481 E. San Carlos - 295 551 1
93 Paseo de San Antonio
295-4336

kinko.s
THE CAMPUS COPY SHOP

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they’re both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you’re part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you’re
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
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Vet counselors
explore feelings
of ’coming home
continued from page 3
Jose Vet Center and a Vietnam veteran, did not need to experience all
the vicious aspects of the Vietnam
War to have a permanent bad impression of the experience left in
his mind.
"I can honestly say that I killed
only one man in a combat situation," Garcia said.
A North Vietnamese teenager
shot an American point blank in
front of him and Garcia shot the
teenager in return, he said.
Although Garcia had been in
combat conditions several times,
he had never killed anyone before
the incident with the teenager. The
memory of that event has haunted
him ever since, Garcia said.
"I always believed I was in
Vietnam to teach the Vietnamese

’I always believed I
was in Vietnam to
teach the
Vietnamese to build
roads, drainage
systems and better
housing. I wasn’t
there to kill.’
Ed

Garcia

Vet counselor

to build roads, drainage systems
and better housing," he said. "I
wasn’t there to kill."
Despite the bad experience of
the killing. Garcia extended his
tour of duty but had to leave his
unit because his father, a U.S.
Army colonel, was assigned to his
unit
As Garcia boarded a plane to
leave the unit, he received gunshot
wounds in his right leg and woke up
in a hospital in Osaka, Japan. He
was given corrective surgery and
released in January of 1971, he
said.
"When I was released, I had to
try to put myself back together,"
Garcia said.
The Army was able to take
care of his physical needs but did

poorly in dealing v. tilt Garcias psychological needs, he said.
"I had problems dealing with
people," Garcia said. "The guilt of
killing that young teenager was
causing me great mental pain. It
didn’t help that the media always
addressed the negative side of the
war. They never addressed the
good side."
Garcia still has nightmares
that closely relate to the shooting
experience, hesa id.
"I’m from a military family,"
Garcia said. "My father, Jose,
served in World War 11, Korea and
Vietnam, and my two brothers Jose
L. and Jose Jr. were career soldiers."
The stigma of leaving the service as a wounded soldier, added to
Garcia’s mental anguish.
After being released from the
Army. Garcia worked in several
occupations including jobs as a corrections officer, prison counselor,
factory
installer,
telephone
worker, construction worker and
his current occupation as a veterans’ counselor.
"I had no goals and nobody
ever took the time to counsel me
about setting some kind of goal for
myself," said Garcia who specializes in job counseling for disabled
veterans.
Nobody gave Garcia a clear
picture of his rights as a veteran,
he said.
Garcia’s experience as a veterans’ counselor has allowed him to
see how u -certain Vietnam era veterans are in setting goals, Garcia
said.
"Vets often don’t leave themselves more than one option and
don’t negotiate well for jobs," he
said. "Some lower paying jobs will
often lead to better long-term benefits than a job that pays a few more
pennies."
If high school students seeking
a military career checked their options more carefully, they could see
what their options would be as veterans, he said.
"The young recruit and the
military have better options as to
the quality of benefits and personnel choices," Garcia said. "The
new options should make it much
better for the new vets."

Patrick Fredrickson

Jim Barker, director of
the San Jose Vet Center
discusses in his office the
problems of the Vietnam
vets he has counseled as
well as his own
experiences (above) and
at right, Army Sgt.
Barker as he looked in
November 1971 while
visiting Vietnamese
children at a war
orphanage in Nha
Trang, Vietnam.

Tomorrow: The Chroniclers

Courtesy of Jim Barker

Anti-war activist Hayden calls
for protesters’ own memorial
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Vietnam War protesters should
receive their own memorial for
risking their "lives and honor in
one way or another," assemblyman and former anti -war activist Tom Hayden said Tuesday.
"I’m not talking about
bricks and mortar," the Santa
Monica Democrat said. "But
the anti -war movement ought to
be remembered as playing a
noble role in exposing lies and
ending the war."
In an interview 10 years
after the fall of Saigon, Hayden
said he recently visited the Viet-

nam War Memorial in Washington. D.C., and found it "emotionally moving."
But, he told the Los Angeles
Herald Examiner, it suggested
a lack of credibility accorded
the anti -war movement, and he
thinks it’s time that is changed.
"The Vietnam generation
went through a common experience, and I think reconciliation
is now possible. I always felt
that the men who fought in Vietnam were not the enemies of the
anti -war movement," he said.
"They followed their own

THE TOUGHEST TEST
YOU MIGHT TAKE
THIS SEMESTER.

Daily staff photographer

sense of honor and duty. But we
all risked our lives and honor in
one way or another. We were all
victimized, by lies from the
White House and by tragic assassinations," he said
Hayden was one of the Chicago Seven defendants who
were charged with conspiring to
disrupt the 1968 Democratic National Convention with anti-war
protests.
He said he is convinced twothirds of the American public
now believes the war was
wrong.

Vietnam refugees plan reunion for May
CAMP PENDLETON (AP)
Thousands of Vietnamese refugees
who tied their homeland after the fall
of Saigon plan a May 4 reunion at
Camp Pendleton to mark the 10th anniversary of their arrival in the
United States.
About 5,000 Vietnamese people
are expected to attend the rally at
Camp Pendleton, one of three U.S. facilities that provided temporary shelter to more than 100,000 refugees following the Communist takeover of
South Vietnam on April 30, 1975.
The Marine Corps base here has
taken on a special meaning to many
of the Vietnamese who now call
America home, said Lt. Col. Carl
Morrison, public affairs director at
the base in northern San Diego
County.
"To many of the Victottowst

Camp Pendleton is their Ellis hand,"
Morrison said. "They’re very fond of
the place now ... We’re happy that we
can allow them to come back and see
where it all started."
The base here provided temporary shelter for about 80,000 men,
women and children during the six
months that its refugee camp was in
operation.
One of those planning to attend
the 10-year reunion is Do Thien, coordinator of the Church World Service
refugee program in San Diego.
Evacuated from Vietnam by the
U.S government, Thien arrived at the

base’s refugee camp with his wife
and seven children during the first
week of May a decade ago.
"We are very interested to come
back, to see where we were in the teat
city," he said. "We’ll have a chante
to express our thanks to the Marines
who helped us."
The reunion is being organizeil
by Bien Le, president of the Vietnaniese American Mutual Association qf
Santa Ana. The event will include
public lectures, Vietnamese food and
music, said Long Van Nguyen, president of Westminster’s Vietnamese
Mutual Association.

GRAPHIC ARTIST
WANTED
The Associated Students Program Board
will be needing a talented graphic artist
to produce flyers, posters and ads for
our speakers, movies and concerts.
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Final list compiled for new dean
19y Bobbie Celestine
Daily staff writer
: If all goes according to plan, SJSU President
. QM! Fullerton will have a final list of people tomorrow from which to select a permanent dean for the
School of Education.
. "We meet with President Fullerton Friday,"
said Allen Friebel, associate dean of the School of
gducation and chairman of the committee to select the dean. "If we’re on schedule, we’ll give her
our report. It’s up to her at that point."
The School of Education has been without a

permanent dean for two years.
Committee members have interviewed seven
candidates. From the interviews, a list was compiled of the ones best suited for the job, Friebel
said.
The committee met Monday and Tuesday
nights to pick three finalists to present to Fullerton.
Friebel said 85 people applied for the position,
but that during the screening process about 20 of
them were considered before the list was narrowed
to seven.

Francis Villeman retired from the position in
the summer of 1983, and the vacancy was filled by
acting Dean Denny Auchard. Auchard has applied
for the job. Friebel said.
The reason it took two years to get a dean, he
said, is because Fullerton wanted to first acquire a
vice president for the school.
In October Fullerton appointed the Committee
to find a dean for the School of Education, he said.
She wanted to make the appointment by mid-May,
he said.

Nine history students
chosen by department for
awards, scholarships
By Marcos lire ton
Daily staff writer
Nine SJSU history students math
a little history this week as they were
selected by the department as recipients of six fellowships and three
scholarships.
"The selections are made on a
cumulative evaluation of all the work

Spartaguide
To include your information in Sparta guide, visit the Daily office in Room
208, second floor of Dwight Bente! Hall.

Park Center Plaza. The evening will
begin with a social at 6 p.m. followed
by the banquet at 7 p.m.

The Physics Department will
hold a seminar at 4 p.m. today in the
Skience Building, Room 258. Guest
speaker will be Dr. Paul Bolton and
the topic will be "Production of the
Muonium Atom in a Vacuum." Coffee and cookies will be served in
Room 251 at 3:30 p.m. For more details, contact Brian Holmes at 2772361.

The Community Committee for
International Students continues its
conversational English tutoring for
all international students from 1 to 3
p.m. today and tomorrow in the Administration Building, Room 222. For
more information, call Muriel at 2794575.

The School of Business will be
having its 27th Annual Spring Banquet at 6 tonight at the Holiday Inn

PRSSA will present "Do’s and
Don’ts of Media Relations," at 7 p.m.
tomorrow in the Student Union Almaden Room. Call Kathy Thomas at 2801416 for more information.

San Jose State Folk Dancers will
have a dance from 8 p.m. to midnight
tomorrow in the Women’s Gym,
Room 101 (SPX 891. For more information, contact Ed Webb at 287-6369.
SJSU Homecoming ’85 Committee executives will hold a meeting at
7 tonight in the S.U. Montalvo Room.
For further details, call Meghan Norton at 279-9698.

The SJSU Hispanic Faculty and
Staff Association will hold the First
Ernesto Galarza Symposium at 6 tonight in Business Classroom 004. Contact Pete Michel at 277-2151 or 2958915 for more information.

Quality Demonstration Services
will be on campus today conducting
interviews and accepting applications for temporary jobs from 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. in BC 001. Call Career Planning and Placement at 277-2272 for
further information.

The Bolwer-Lytton Undergraduate Society will hold a meeting at
1:30 p.m. tomorrow in FO 104 I faculty lounge). For further information, contact David Fredericks at 2636359.

The Minority Students for Biomedical Research Association will
hold their first annual San Jose State

Colloquium from 11:30 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. tomorrow in Duncan Hall,
Room 318. For more details, call Tom
Hinojosa at 277-9053 or (415) 858-2130.
Campus Ministry will host an
evening of rollerskating and pizza at
5:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Campus
Christian Center. Contact Norb Firnhaber at 298-0204 for more information.
The Northern California Council
of Returned Peace Corps Voluteers
and the University of San Francisco
are co-sponsoring a conference on international peace and development
issues beginning at 8:30 a.m, at the
University of San Francisco. For
more information, call ( 4151 634-5797.

done by a student,- said James
Walsh, dean of History.
"An honors committee makes
the choices and it reviews GPA’s and
courses taken," he said.
The awards will be worth $400 to
$500.
The fellowship winners are: Marcel Weiland, who won the Leonard J.
Hall Memorial Fellowhip; Loria Lehtola, the Ralph H. Lutz Memorial
Fellowship: Eric Narveson, the Dudley T. Moorhead Fellowship; Joel
Harris, the James H. High Memorial
Fellowship; Eugene Craig, the J.J.
"Tim" Sweet Memorial Fellowship;
and Margaret Wylder, the Mildred
Gentry Winters Fellowship.
The scholarship winners are:
Diana Strachan, who won the Barbara Buss Memorial Scholarship:
Margaret Penfold, the Mary D. Condon Memorial Scholarship; and
Linda Ishii, the The Edith Smith Memorial Award.
The scholarship applicants are
nominated by department professors
and the fellowships are applied for.
An awards luncheon will be given
for the the winners on April 30 at noon
at the International Center on 11th
Street.
"We’re trying to set it up so each
recipient will sit at the same table as
a family member of one of the award
donors," Walsh said.

SAY G’DAY
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South Pacific Island
Stopovers Allowed
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Food fair has international flavor
By Trace) Kaplan
Daily staff writer
Diets were fudged, and profits
were made.
But the most important thing
that happened at the International
Food Bazaar yesterday was
summed up by Ali Arid, president
of the Organization of Arabian Students.
"It’s nice to see people sharing
our food, waiting in line for it," he
said as he assembled a falafel, the
popular Middle Eastern vegetarian
sandwich. "Whether we break even
or make a profit is immaterial."
The bazaar continues today on
Seventh Street between the Engineering and Music buildings.
Twelve SJSU organizations received permits to serve food at the
bazaar, said Tim Au, chairman of
the Inter-Cultural Steering Committee, which sponsored the bazaar. The clubs will use the profits
they make to fund their activities,
he said.
Jan Maltzan, a senior majoring
in occupational therapy, said she
felt like she ate at all the food
booths.
"I’m stuffed, but I can’t stay on
a diet until after school gets out,"
she said. "After all, I can only deal
with so much stress at one time."
Not all the food at the bazaar
was as rich as the desserts Le Cercle Francais, the French club,
served. But if an excuse is needed to
indulge in a Napoleon or eclair.
then the fact that the club’s profits
will be used to sponsor a South
American orphan should suffice.
Combination plates were available at the bazaar for less than $3
and included Mexican, Chinese,
Turkish and Filippino specialities.
Single items, such as strawberry
shortcakes, eggrolls and teryaki

Petty Theft
A student’s backpack and books
valued at $85 were stolen from the
Spartan
"cubbyholes"
in
the
Bookstore last Thursday.
An employee’s wallet was taken
from her purse in an unlocked room
of the Business Tower Saturday. The
victim estimated the loss at $76.

Campus Crimes

A music student’s microphone
was taken from a locked locker in the
music building. The microphone was
valued at $285.

described the man as a "good
looking" Latino, 18 to 20 years old, 5foot-6, and wearing a brown canvas
Guess brand jacket.
University Police arrested a 24year-old San Jose man on charges of
sexual battery after a woman professor and several witnesses identified
him as the man who harassed and
grabbed the professor as she was jogging on campus.
Campus Crimes is compiled by Daily
staff writer Mark Turner.

Three bicycle thefts have been
reported since Friday. The total loss
is estimated at $740.

Sex Crimes
Eric Shetman
Serving up ribs and rice at the Korean Food
Booth during yesterday’s International
skewers ranged in price from 50
cents to $1.50.
By 2 p.m., the Korean Student
Association had sold out of barbecued meat, bean sprout salad and
fried wontons. However, there was
still plenty of kimchee, a fiery cabbage salad.
"We cannot live without this,"
said Joannie Ko, treasurer of the
club. "Koreans traditionally eat it
for breakfast, lunch and dinner."
George Puou, a sophmore ma -

joring in advertising, stopped chewing the Korean food on his fourth
combination plate long enough to
say how much he loved it.
"I’m haven’t had food like this
since I left Hawaii," he said. "It
sure beats eating at the Dining
Commons."
Eating wasn’t the only activity
happening at the bazaar. Members
of Akbayan, the Filippino club,
demonstrated Tinikling, a tradi-

movement. That is why the theme of
the fair is "Technology in Environmental Management," he said.
The fair attracted 11 groups to
participate. They were: NASA,
Peace Corps, U.S. Wind Power, Computer Modeling, Electric Auto Association, Planned Parenthood, San
Jose Energy Office, American Lung
Association, Santa Clara County
Transit, Environmental Protection
Agency and Inner City OutingsFriends of the River.
"The fair shows the evolution of
the environmental movement," Dodd
said. "What started as a fad in the
’705. turned into the professional
field, involving both soft and hard
technology. First, people were involved on an emotional level, but
now, people are aware that technology has its position and value within
the environmental movement."

lems with available funding for appropriate publicity beforehand.
"Any visibility helps make people aware of the importance of the environmental values which were
really promoted in the ’70s," he said.
"The environmental situation has not
improved. It’s actually gotten worse.
We’ve tried to slow it down and had
some success
"People are more interested in
getting on to a higher field, getting a

tional folk dance.
The dance was performed by
students who jumped between bamboo poles that were slapped together and pulled apart by other
club members.
"Akbayan means ’embracing
in friendship’ in Togalog," said Teresa Aquino, vice president of the
club, as she paused to rest, "and
that’s what this bazaar is all
about."

SAN FRANCISCO STATE UNI iERSITY
SUMMER SESSIONS

The Resource Center is supported by the Associated Students
and closely tied to the Environmental
Studies Department, according to
Dodd. More information about national and international environmental groups can be picked up at the
Center located in Dudley Moorhead
Hall, Room 236.

The project is estimated to cost $21
million.
SUBOD is in charge of deciding
the policies for the Rec Center. The
committee was established to prepare to accept gifts for the project.
SUBOD members who volunteered to
be on the committee are: Coughlan,
Alan Day, Larry Dougherty, Gehrke,
Pat Grilione, Paul Motekaitis and Associated Students President Michael
Schneider.
One example of a gift would be if
someone wanted to donate money
and have a room named after him or
her, said Schneider, who is a Rev
Center Committee member.
Names of the candidates were
not mentioned at the SUBOD meeting.
Biological Sciences Prof. GriHone said, "We were just going to
delay until we see who the new representative campus person whom the
president has hired is coming into
play."
"It was my understanding that
the committee had suggested that we
delay it until next fall until we’ve had
an opportunity to talk to this new individual," Grilione said.

continued from page I
the job were mentioned at the committee meeting, Coughlan said after
the SUBOD meeting. He added that
he was not free to tell who those people are.
The matter is being deferred
until next semester because the Rec
Center Committee wanted to wait
until SJSU President Gail Fullerton
had found a university fund development officer, who is basically a
"high-paid fund-raiser," he said.
The fund development officer
would be responsible for raising
money for the expansion of Spartan
Stadium, among other things,
SUBOD member Ted Gehrke said
yesterday.
The media was not allowed in the
committee meeting, which took place
30 minutes before Tuesday’s SUBOD
meeting, because during the meeting
personnel and hiring matters were
discussed, said S.U. Director Ron
Barrett.
Barrett said yesterday that he
had no comment on the meeting.
Construction of the Rec Center is
scheduled to begin in March 1986 and
should be completed by January 1988.

.
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National Honor Society
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job. But it’s important to bring up issues to help people realize that the
problems still exist and don’t go
away by themselves."

SUBOD rules REC gifts
not a conflict of interest

JOSIES

Dodd said the fair has been successful even though there were proh-

Visit our information booth.
South side of Student Union.
April 24, 25, 26
9am - 2pm

A woman student waiting for an

Daily staff photographer

Food Bazaar are, (right) Elaine Ahn, Visook Park, Eunyong Rae and Sookhee Kang.

elevator in the 10th Street garage was
accosted by a man who unzipped his
pants and masturbated in front of
her. The woman went to the Student
Union and called University Police,
but the man had disappeared. UPD
information officer Russ Lunsford
said that the woman should have
called UPD from the emergency
phone inside the elevator. The victim

A case of empty pop bottles was
taken from an engineering professor’s office Saturday. The loss was
estimated at $2.40.

Bike Theft

Fair displays environmental movement
By Christine Frankenda I
Daily staff writer
A shimmering green car which
runs on gasoline on freeways and by
electrical power in cities was exhibited at the Environmental Information Fair held outside the Student
Union Monday through yesterday.
"I drive it every day," said Clarence Ellers, from the Santa Clara
Chapter of the Electric Auto Association who built the "Automatic Dual
Drive Hybrid Electric" four years
ago. "We I the EAA) promote electric
transportation. The biggest thing is
to get rid of the pollution, especially
in central cities."
The fair was sponsored by the
SJSU Environmental Resource Center and has been an annual tradition
since the Center was created in 1972.
Director Ray Dodd said that in the
early 1970s a lot of people u ere "anti industry." Now, they have become
aware that technology has its position within the environmental

Thefts, sex crimes
reported on campus
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Spartans handle Fresno easily
SJSU wins 7-2 after a close loss to the Hawaii Rainbows Monday
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By Scott Vigallon
Daily staff writer

After suffering a tough loss to
Hawaii on Monday, SJSU’s wornbn’s tennis team welcomed the
prospect of facing an average
Fresno State team.
"It was good to get back on the
up," Spartan coach Lisa Beritzhoff

said after her team disposed of the
Bulldogs 7-2.
With the win, SJSU raised its
’overall record to 16-8 and 6-2 in the
NorPac Conference. Fresno State,
meanwhile, dropped to 8-8 and 4-4 in
the NorPac.
While the Spartans have already clinched a spot in the upcoming conference tournament, BuIlclog coach Carol Jensen remains
optimistic her squad will recieve
the NorPac’s sole wild card bid.
"I’m pretty sure we’ll get it,"
Jensen said. "We just had to beat
Santa Clara on Saturday, which we
did."
The conference coaches will
vote at the end of the season to determine whether FSU or Washington State, from the NorPac’s Northwest division, will be the fourth
team to enter the playoffs.
Jensen said, "We should beat
out Washington State. Our record is
better than their’s, and we have
played better teams."
The Spartans had an easy time
with the Bulldogs, beating them for
the third straight time this season.
SJSU singles winners included Rochelle Morrison drubbing Shannon
Smith 6-1, 6-0; Shelly Stockman
beating Renee Tatham 6-1, 6-1;
Kristen Hildebrand downing Carol
Boline 6-4, 6-4; Anh Dao Espinosa
missiled Aileen Lockheed 6-3, 7-6;
and Bev Davis edging Chrisy
’Milam 7-6, 6-7,6-2.
In doubles, Morrison and Stockman dusted Smith and Tatham 6-0,
6-0; Davis and House bested Boline
and Lockheed; and Chiljian and
’Lynne Jensen got by Espinosa and
Hildebrand 3-6, 6-3,6-2.
However, on Monday, the University of Hawaii came to the mainland and did the hula around SJSrs
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Spartans go two
for two this week
By Eric Stanton
Daily staff writer
Playing overall consistent tennis,
the SJSU men’s tennis team picked
up two wins over Santa Clara and UC
Davis at the South Courts on Monday
and Tuesday.
Having squeeked out a win over

Tennis
the Broncos in the first match of the
season, the Spartans took care of
their cross-town rivals 7-2 on Monday.
Wrapping up the match by pulling out victories in five of the six singles matches. Dave Kuhn said that
revenge was somewhat a factor in his
6-4, 7-5 win over Tony Del Rosario because the Bronco had beaten him in
their first meeting of the season.
Mark Murphy cruised through
the first set against Jeff Christiansen, but had to struggle somewhat before closing out the match, 61, 7-5. In the number three singles,
Scott Brown suffered the only loss for
the Spartans. Brown was off the
mark as Steve Otten overpowered
him, 2-6, 1-6.
In the number four singles, John
Vigil defeated Don Salim, 7-5, 6-2,
while Tom Sheehan beat Frank Seitz,
6-0, 6-4 and Joel Robison needed three
sets to overcome Pat O’Connor, 5-7, 62,6-4.
In doubles, the only Spartan loss
to Santa Clara came as Seitz and
O’Connor teamed up to knock off
Sheehan and Robison 6-4, 4-6, 1-6.

Tennis

Noel Cameron

Daily staff photographer

SJSU’s Kristen Hildebrand strokes a forehand during a recent match.
looked to be on their way to uncoloring the Rainbows, who blanked
SJSU 9-0 last year.
But Hawaii captured all three
doubles matches to nip the home
team by one pineapple. Michelle
Murray and Robin Young bopped
Morrison and Stockman 7-5, 3-6, 6-3
at No. 1; Chris Ng and Carleen Kop
stopped Davis and House 7-6, 1-6, 6-2
at No. 2; and Stella Von Trail and
Heather Fraser topped Espinosa
and Hildebrand 6-3,6-2 at No. 3.
"I was surprised because we
doubles teams. The Spartans won
four of the six singles matches and

ritzhoff said. "I don’t know what
happened. I’m sort of at a loss. The
only thing I could see was that we
made a lot of errors."
Stockman knew the reason for
her doubles team’s loss, just the
sixth against 17 victories this season.
"We weren’t at the top of our
game," she said. "They were not
the better team. We just had an offday."
Stockman and Morrison will be
the only Spartans who will not have

pete individually and as a doubles
team in the prestigious Ojai Tournament.
The tourney, which lasts three
days, features some of the top players in the nation. Players from such
powerhouses as Stanford, Cal,
UCLA and USC will be there among
128 women from the West Coast to
make up one singles tournament.
"We’ll have to wait and see,"
she said. "With the luck of the
draw, we may have a good chance
to wins couple of matches."

On Tuesday, the Spartans resumed their winning ways as Davis
came to town. Regardless of the fact
that Davis’ Aleco Preovolos had defeated professional Marty Davis in
the qualifying rounds of last year’s
Transamerica Open, he was no
match for Kuhn.
"I won a lot of the big points,"
Kuhn said, "that’s the difference in a
match."
Kuhn said that Preovolos had
previously beaten him, and that
again revenge played a role as he
dominated the match, 6-2, 6-0.
But at the moment, the hot
player for the Spartans is Tom Sheehan. Playing in the number four position because John Vigil had broken
the string on his racket, Sheehan won

his sixth consecutive match, beating
Cliff Zall , 6-3, 6-0.
Sheehan said that he has nearly
completely recovered from a back injury that caused him to miss a good
portion of the season, and said that
his game is finally coming together.
"II is all starting to pay off for
me." he said
Mark Murphy had a difficult
time, but managed to escape with a
three -set win over Elliott Dun, 7-6, 62.6-2.
"Tough day." Murphy said flatly
as he came off the court.
Having been ahead 5-2, and after
squandering six set points, Murphy
buckled down and took care of Dun in
the final two sets.
"Sometimes it’s just hard to play
a guy," Murphy said, "you just have
to struggle."
But for Murphy, the match did
produce something for him to be
happy about.
"The only good thing is that I
won, and that I didn’t throw my
racket."
Playing in the number six position, Steve Burton needed his usual
three sets, but got the victory over
Mitchell Jee, 6-4, 3-6, 6-4.
Mostly a imseliner. Burton said
he tried to attack the net more. However, most of his success came from
pounding groundstrokes past Jee.
"I tried to relax and aim for the
lines." Burton said.
For Joel Robison and Scott
Brown, the day was not all that
bright. Playing at the number three
singles spot, Brown fell to Steve
Clark, 4-6, 3-6. Robison, coming off an
illness that caused him to miss three
matches last week, was a bit sluggish
in his 4-6, 3-6 loss to Nigel Thompson.
"I don’t know what happened,"
he saidm "I felt down on energy."
Robison said that his lack of control was a problem for him.
"I just didn’t know where the ball
was going."
In doubles, the Spartans dropped
only one match. Kuhn and Murphy
posted an easy 6-2,6-2 win over Preovolos and Clark. Sheehan and Robison came away with a 6-3, 4-6, 6-3 victory over Jee and Thompson, but
Burton and Vigil were beaten by Dun
and Zall, 3-6, 0-6.

It’s all Bernie’s decision now
NEW YORK (API - National
Football League Commissioner Pete
Rozelle has made his decision in the
.Bernie Kosar case. The decision,
which covered 11 pages, is that it is
Kosar’s decision.
Rozelle gave Kosar, the top quarterback in University of Miami history, the right to decide whether he
wants to play for the Cleveland
!Browns - the team he says he pre’let’s - or the Minnesota Vikings.
Rozelle upheld both the trade between Minnesota and the Houston

Oilers that gave the Vikings the first
crack at Kosar in next Tuesday’s regular college draft as well as Cleveland’s deal with the Buffalo Bills that
gave the Browns first pick in a supplemental draft if one is necessary.
Kosar, who has two years of college eligiblity left but has said he intends to graduate this summer, will
be eligible for next week’s draft if he
notifies the NFL by Thursday - Rozelle’s deadline - or he can complete
his studies and then announce that he
wants to play in the NFL.

In the first case, Minnesota could
draft him. In the second case, he
would likely go to Cleveland, which
has made it no secret it would select
him if it gets the chance.
Dr. John Geletka, a dentist and
friend of the family who has been acting as Kosar’s agent, made it clear
which way the 20-year-old quarterback was leaning.
"I still think he feels the same,"
Geletka said. "I think he has a Cleveland preference."

AT EARTHTOYS

X -COUNTRY EQUIP.
DOWNHILL EQUIP.
TRAK, NOVA & ALTA SKIS
OLIN & ELAN SKIS
ALFA BOOTS
NORDICA BOOTS
TRACK TOURING POLES
BARRECRAFTER POLES
OPEN M -F, 11-5
LOCATED ON CAMPUS, NEXT TO THE BAKERY
FOR INFO CALL 277-3033
Funded by Associated Students

1,

There’s no
doubt you’rc going
to make it in
the real world,
but what
about your car?

Ford and Lincoln-Mercury have
$400 for graduating seniors toward the
purchase of selected cars and trucks.
Ford Motor Credit also has preapproved credit for qualified graduating seniors
Offers end August 15, 1985. For more information call Ford College Graduate
Purchase Program Headquarters at 1-800-321-1536.

FORD LINCOLN MERCURY
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April scrimmage
a Spartan ritual

Walsh returns to campus
patiently
signing
autographs,
Walsh strolled through the SJSU
campus, and pondered on what led
him into the coaching profession,
and further expanded upon his personal philosophy about the game.
As a defensive end for the Spartans in the mid-50’s, Walsh said that
though he had intended to teach,
coaching football had not been in
his game plan.
"I hadn’t given coaching much
thought I suppose, he said."
But his interest in coaching
grew after having become a graduate assistant and coaching the JV
team in 1956. After leaving SJSU, he
landed the head coaching job at
Washington High School in Fremont.
"That was a great opporunity,"
he said, "a big job for having just
left college."
Having been extremely successful at the high school ranks,
Walsh moved on to become an assistant at Berkeley, and then the
head coach at Stanford. From
there, it was to the 49ers, and the
rest is history.
As he walked, Walsh reiterated
on what he had attempted to get accross to the coaches in his lecture.
"The game of football can be an

By Eric Stanton
Daily staff write,

One of SJSU*s most famous
alumni returned to campus last
weekend to speak on the philosophies that have helped make him a
world champion.
Bill Walsh, head coach and
president of the Super Bowl champion San Francisco 49ers, visited
SJSU on Saturday to share his football wisdom with junior college,

’Being tough doesn’t
help you win, it only
helps prove how
tough you are.’
Bill 1 alsh,
SIM_ Alumnus

high school and youth football
coaches.
All part of a clinic sponsored by
the Spartan football team, 49er
coaches Bob McKittrick, Fred vonAppen, Norb Hecker and Jerry Attaway joined Walsh in volunteering
their expertise on how to build a
successful program.
However, Walsh, who received
a masters in education from SJSU
in 1957, and went to school with
SJSU head coach Claude Gilbert
and former Philadelphia Eagles
coach Dick Vermiel, was the highlite of the event Saturday.
Walsh told a the group of nearly
160 coaches that had gathered in
Morris Daily auditorium that kids
today are not playing football because of the coaches, but because
the game is an outlet for the energies they harbor inside of them.
"So we as coachez," Walsh
said, "sometimes take ourselves
too seriously. We’re not the reason
they are playing football."
As the group of coaches listened
intently. Walsh issued advice, reminding them that as coaches, they
are dealing with kids who are at a
sensitive point in their lives who
should not be mistreated.
"Your job is to help them to
gain valuable experiences that will
help them in their adult lives."
If you insult them, you’re taking advantage of them because they
want to play football."

Special to the Daily - Ken Ruinard

Bill Walsh
Walsh noted that many coaches
allow their egos to get in the way of
what is best for the players, and
that the kids are not playing football to serve them as coaches.
Walsh also offered some suggestions as to what the coaches
could do to better teach football,
and how to make the game into a
positive experience for their players.
"First, worry about the safety
of the player you are personally
responsible for their safety."
Toughness drills are unnecessary in Walsh’s mind, and often
prove nothing but how tough the
coach is.
"Being tough doesn’t help you
win." Walsh explained, "it only
helps prove how tough you are."
He went on to say that very rarely do you see two players smash

Dwayne Murphy’s home run triggered a three-run third for Oakland.
Davis doubled with one out and
scored on a single by Donnie Hill,
who moved to second as Alfredo Griffin bounced out to first and scored on
Collins’ single.
Oakland starter Chris Codiroli
left in the fourth inning with a bruised
foot, and Steve McCatty, 1-0, took
qver and worked four innings for the
victory. Jay Howell, who worked twothirds of an inning, got his sixth save.
The Angels scored two runs off
McCatty in the fourth and added two
more runs in the seventh.

Giants lose again
SAN FRANCISCO ( AP Dave
Anderson and Al Oliver drove in runs
in the second inning after San Francisco pitcher Bill Laskey made a wild
throw, the most damaging of five errors in the game, and the Los Angeles
Dodgers went on to beat the Giants 42 Wednesday.
Relievers Tom Brennan and Ken
Howell of the Dodgers combined for
five shutout innings. Brennan, 1-0,

Daily staff writer

Spring is here, and for SJSU, that
means that football is just around the
corner.
Spartan head coach Claude Gilbert put his troops through its first official scrimmage over the weekend.

Football
and said it was impressive.
Gilbert said that with spring
practice half over, he predicts that
the Spartans will definitely have a
successful campaign come the fall
semester.
"At this point, I can safely say
that we will have a good team." Gilbert said, "Let’s just let the L’s and
W’s fall where they may."
For the Spartans, spring football
practice means shaking off the cobwebs in 20 practice sessions. Gilbert
said he feels that the team is doing
very well for having worked out together for such a short time.
"We’re ahead of where we had
anticipated we’d be," he said, "we
still have a great many rough spots,
but that’s okay."
According to Gilbert, he and his
coaching staff look at spring practice
with three main concerns in mind.
First, with a great many incoming junior college transfers and freshmen,
the new members of the team must
learn the system.

’Mere is personal
satisfaction to gain
from football, but
not necessarily as
fun.’

got the pitching victory over Laskey,
0-2, and Howell struck out eight and
allowed two hits in 32-3 innings while
earning his third save.
The Dodgers opened the scoring
in the second with two runs which
were unearned because of the error
by Laskey. who threw the ball into
center field as he tried to start a double play. Anderson singled and Oliver
doubled to drive in the runs.

Mike
ASSOCIATED PRESS
Bossy has been shut out in four
straight Stanley Cup playoff games,
and, not coincidentally, the New
York Islanders, champions from
1980-83 and a losing finalist to Edmonton last season, are on the brink
of elimination.
Bossy, usually outstanding in
postseason play with 81 goals, one
short of equaling Maurice Richard’s
record, failed to connect in four tries
Tuesday night as the Philadelphia
Flyers downed the Islanders 5-3 to
take a 3-0 in the best -of-seven National Hockey League Patrick Division series.
"I’m frustrated that I haven’t
scored, there’s no doubt about that,"
said Bossy after goalie Pelle Lindbergh stopped him. "I’m not using
his saves as an excuse for not scoring. I always feel I’m better than the
opposing goalie, but he’s just been
better than me the last few games."
The Islanders, who bounced back
from a 2-0 to beat Washington in the
best -of-five opening round, will be at
home again for Thursday night’s
fourth game.
The three other series also resume Thursday night with Edmonton, leading 3-0 in the Smythe Divi-

invaluable experience if properly
conducted."
And though many coaches do
nothing but bully their players,
Walsh said that football is a complicated game and that there is more
involved in coaching than many realize.
"There is more thought process
in football than many perceive." he
said.
And with that, the coach who
has been labeled as a "genius,"
pleasantly said goodbye and headed
off to his car.
And yes, he does drive a Volvo.

INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP) As
Larry Bird and the Boston Celtics
have claimed center stage, Earvin
"Magic" Johnson and the Los Angeles Lakers have been edged out of
the limelight.
And Magic anxiously is waiting
in the wings.
"It’s not revenge, but I think it
would be great if both of us made it to
the finals," Johnson said, referring to
a possible rematch of the 1984 National Basketball Association Championship Series won by the Celtics.
"Everybody’s going to want us to
meet Boston, and I think it’s only natural since we’re considered the best
two teams now. I think they want us
just as badly as we want them."
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"I was never really very flashy,"
he said. "It’s a reputation I’ve got,
and people expect me to live up to it. I
do feel that I’ve matured as a player..
But what I’ve really been all the time
is a hard worker."
Johnson, who averaged 12.5 assists, 18.3 points and six rebounds per
game this past regular season, is appearing in the playoffs for the sixth
time in his six NBA seasons. Twice
during that span, the Lakers have
won the championship, and twice
Johnson’s been the playoff MVP,
joining Willis Reed as the only twotime winners of the award.
"This is a great time," Johnson
said of the playoffs. "No matter how
many times you’ve been involved,
you still get excited."
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Johnson, whose 968 assists during the regular season was the third
highest total in league history, said
that, although some critics have said
he’s doesn’t make as many spectacular plays as in the past, his style
hasn’t changed much.
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"Larry’s not great if they don’t
win and I’m not great if we don’t win
... All I care about is getting that
championship ring."
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"I just can’t get caught up in a
Magic-Larry thing," Johnson said.
"We play different roles; it’s a scoring thing. I score my 18, he scores his
28-30.

"This team doesn’t need me to
score 38 points a game. If I do, it
probably means something’s not
going right for us. I change my style
to help our team. Larry knows what
he has to do, I know what I have to
do," Johnson said.

rept04,?’’’While

PALO ALTO
499 Hareem Ave

277-3171

While Bird has received increasing recognition, including having his
picture on the cover of "Time" magazine, Johnson’s once-brilliantly
shining star seems to have faded, despite this past campaign’s being one
of his best.

"Larry has to score points for
them. We’ve got more guys who can
score,
Kareem
( Abdul-Jabbar),
James (Worthy I, Byron (Scott),

=MINIM=

LSAT

BUSINESS SLOW?

Los Angeles wound up with the
second-best record in the club’s history, 62-20, this past regular season,
but still fell one short of the Celtics’
league-leading 63-19 mark.
The Lakers clinched their opening-round playoff series Tuesday
night by beating the Phoenix Suns
119-103. The Celtics have a 2-1 lead
over Cleveland in their best -of-five
series after the Cavaliers won a 10598 decision Tuesday night. Bird didn’t
play because of a sore right elbow.

sion, one victory away from ousting
host Winnipeg. In other games, Chicago, leading 2-1 in the Norris Division, is at Minnesota, and Quebec,
ahead 2-1 in the Adams Division, is at
home to Montreal.
In Tuesday night’s other results,
Edmonton edged Winnipeg 5-4; Chicago topped Minnesota 5-3; and Quebec posted a 7-6 overtime triumph
over Montreal.
Lindbergh was bombarded with
39 shots, but the Swede made 36
saves, including 25 of 27 in the second
period. The Flyers tightened in the
second half and allowed only four
shots on goal.
The Flyers, who have won 21 of
their last 22 games, led 4-1 midway
through the game on Brian Propp’s
goal.
Wayne Gretzky’s goal at 6:13 of
the third period earned Edmonton its
victory over Winnipeg, which has
never beaten the Oilers in nine playoff games.

4suw *A#

PREPARE FOR:

"The 1985 Spartan football team
consists of 17 new players that must
go through the learning process,
Gilbert said, "That is 40-percent of.
the team."
We want to indoctrinate the new,
guys because the transition to collegiate football can sometimes be dramatic."
The second concern in spring
practice, Gilbert said, is to make
each member of the team into a better player through the concentrated
20-day period.
The third major goal of Gilbert
and the Spartan coaches is to see the
team improve as a unit.
"Through spring practice," he
said, "we hope to have a good idea of
who the best players are."
When spring practice breaks as
the year drifts into summer, the
Spartans must report again to Gilbert on August 10, which will give
them only three weeks to prepare for
SJSU’s first game against California
on August 31.
Gilbert said that three weeks
does not leave them much time, but
that he feels confident the players
will do a great deal of work on their
own over the summer to prepare
themselves.
"Though we can’t coach them
until August 10th," Gilbert said,
"They will be on conditioning and
weight training programs, and I hope
that they will get together and work
on some things by themselves."

Magic wants
the limelight back

Bill Walsh,
SJSU Alumnus

Islanders on the brink

A’s win again
ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) Mike
Davis continued his feast on California pitching Wednesday. contributing
to a pair of three-run rallies as the
Oakland A’s downed the Angels 6-4.
The A’s jumped on starter Ron
Romanick. 2-1, for three unearned
runs in the first inning. Angels’ first
baseman Rod Carew made an error
on Dave Collins’ leadoff grounder
and Collins took second on Carney
Lansford’s single. A single by Bruce
Bochte scored Collins and sent Lansford to third. Lansford scored on
Dave Kingman’s groundout and
Davis’ single brought home Bochte.

into each other, so for a coach to run
such drills in practice does nothing
but physically hurt the players.
Walsh then shared some of his
own coaching tips that have helped
him to create quality football programs wherever he has gone. He
first stressed that a successful program cannot be developed overnight, but generally takes three to
four years to bloom.
"You need to develop your standard of play," he said, "then over a
period of time, you’ll make progress."
And for Walsh, making progress is what a coach should concentrate on.
"Don’t say if you lose, you lose.
That’s baloney! Don’t take that all
or nothing approach. Uorry about
making progress."
After his 30-minute lecture. and
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ering student and faculty signatures
on a petition calling for removal of
the magazine, protesting that Penthouse violently portrays women.

The Academic Senate rejected a
proposal to drop 100W as a requirement for general education by a voice
vote Monday.
The senate’s Curriculum Committee recommended that the junior
writing workshop should only be required if the individual departments
wished to keep the course, but the
senate did not accept it.
The senate also decided to require students to pass a "standardized junior-level writing examination" before enrolling in 100W. Those
who fail the test would seek remedial
help or retake the test and pass it before they could take the course.

’ University officials fired Will
Keehn, Royce Hall residence director, for failing to report to work for
flve days. Koehn has been accused of
possessing rifles and pipe bombs in
his dormitory apartment.
’ Koehn disappeared the same day
University Police found three rifles
and two pipe bombs in his first floor
apartment on April 12. He is considered armed and dangerous by UPD.
An arrest warrant has been issued for Koehn. He is charged with
being a felon with a weapon, possessing a silencer, possessing firearms
on -a state university campus, possessing a destructive device and possessing material used to manufacture
explosive devices.
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Because many SJSU students attend
classes twice or three times a week, the
Spartan Daily is including news items
from the previous paper to help keep everyone informed on campus everyday.
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The SJSU baseball team lost to
cross-town rival University of Santa
Clara 7-1 Tuesday. The loss gives the
Spartans a 17-29 season record and
evened the season series between the
two teams at two wins each.

(

SJSU’s starting pitcher Ron
Rooker allowed six runs in 3.2 innings
to get the loss.

Spartan Bookstore Manager Ron
Duval took no official action on the
removal of Penthouse magazine following a meeting with members of
the Women’s Center steering committee.
Center members have been gath-

Wm.

Dry Toast

Peter Stein

The SJSJ men’s tennis team beat
Fresno State 6-3 on Friday and lost to
Long Beach State on Saturday by the
same score. The Spartans took
Fresno by winning five of six singles
matches.
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A.S. business charge
to be re-evaluated
continued front page I
creases of 8.2 percent will make next
year’s charges 836,238, according to a
notice sent to the A.S. Business Office.

Estimates of time

Eric Sherman - Daily staff photographer

Following a noon rally, students demonstrating against apartheid march toss ard SJSU President Gail Fullerton’s office.

Sauer explained that the employees in Business Affairs were asked to
estimate how many hours they take
out of their regular duties to work for
the auxiliaries. Services the university provides for the A.S. Business Office mainly come from Business Affairs, Sauer said.
She added that other offices such
as Admissions and Records, Personnel and Computing Services used
other methodologies to determine the
amount of time their employees put
in for the auxiliaries.
"The study is good because it
forces us to take a look, not only at
the fiscal side, but from the management standpoint," Sauer said. "We
can see if the services are a good use
of time. No one wants to pay for
something they don’t need."

Fees negotiable

continued from page i
U.S. minorities and %omen.
r The university encourage "a
substantial increase in the number of
faculty and classes in ethnic and
women’s studies" with the creation
of a peace studies program.
r The university make "a more
aggressive effort to recruit and retain minority students."
r Fullerton send a letter to the
Public Employees Retirement System, of which many CSU employees
are members, demanding divestiture
of holdings in businesses in South Africa.

After presenting their demands
to Fullerton, the protesters marched
to the branch of Bank of America located at Fourth and San Fernando
streets, where they burned copies of
identification books. Karen Hester,
one of the organizers of the day’s
events, said the passbooks represent
those that blacks are required to
carry in South Africa in order for the
government to keep tabs on blacks’
whereabouts.
About 25 of the protesters then
went into the bank to close their accounts and withdraw their money,

while the protesters remained outside chanting and singing "We Shall
Overcome."

’ The monitors did a good job,"
he said. "We appreciate their (protesters’) calmness."

At a suggestion from an impromptu speaker, the crowd then
marched into the Bank of America
two abreast, quietly chanting "B of
A, you can’t hide. We charge you with
genocide."

At the two-hour rally before the
march, organizer Rudnick said he
had called the black South African social worker MandeIla. Rudnick said
that when he told MandeIla of the
rally and march, she said, "My God,
that can only mean our freedom is
near. It is people such as this that
give us the inspiration to carry on.
Someday we will remember those
who rallied in our support. And we
have a very long memory."

As the marchers headed back to
the campus singing, "Give Peace A
Chance," the chief of security at the
bank, who would not give his name,
expressed gratitude for the peaceful
nature of the march.

Group criticizes CFA involvement
continued from page I
verse publicity" if Fullerton did not
also disregard Hughey’s civil rights.
Crist was asked to investigate Rice’s
actions involving this matter.
Young said the letters did not discuss the merits of the case.
On March 25 Rice wrote a letter.
which does not name Hughey to Fullerton. suggesting "the dean’s immediate removal" because of alleged
sexual harassment.
"If the dean is not removed, we
believe that the appropriate and necessary step will be to call a press conference to announce the filing of our
charges against the university," Rice
wrote to Fullerton.
"Is that any way to handle a situation as delicate as this?" Young
said, referring to Rice’s threat of a
press conference.
A California State University policy defines sexual harassment to include "such behavior as sexual advances, request for sexual favors,
and other verbal or physical conduct
of sexual nature directed towards an
employee."
Hughey said Tuesday he plans to
file a libel suit by Friday against Rice
in connection with his March 25 letter.
The suit will also include "anyone participating in this act of
slander and libel,- Hughey has said.
Rice said Tuesday that he does
not believe he has violated anyone’s
civil rights and that the letter is not libelous.
"There’s no violation of civil
rights in asking that the president investigate something," Rice said.
Young said that Rice’s letter was
"out of line" because "the first part
of his letter indicates that he believes
Hughey is guilty."
"Rice’s conduct seriously damages the atmosphere on the campus
and further complicates his ability to
serve as an objective representative
of this campus," the association’s letter to Crist states.
Rice said he does not believe that
he abused his position as CFA chapter president.
"I would have abused my position by not asking the president to instigate an investigation," Rice said
"I don’t regret anything that we
(CFA) did. We did what was nec-

from the people who brought you
the International Food Bazaar --

’Rice’s conduct seriously damages the
atmosphere on the campus and further
complicates his ability to serve as an
objective representative of this campus.’
California Black Faculty/Staff Association
essary to see that serious allegations
were investigated.
"I don’t see how his )Hughey’s)
civil rights are being compromised
because someone is investigating
certain allegations.
"I didn’t charge into this. I consulted quite a number of people on
this, including an attorney. I did what
I thought was my responsibility."
Saying that the sexual harassment allegation involves racial
prejudices is a "red herring," he
said.
"Reverse racism is a form of
racism because it keeps alive the
proposition that people’s behavior
must be judged on the basis of race,"
Rice said. "if you think that any
given action is more or less praiseworthy or more or less abhorrent because of the race of the doer, than you
area racist."
In a letter dated March 26, Fullerton named Hughey as the dean
under investigation by Academic
Vice President John Gruber for a single complaint that is on file at the
Faculty Affairs Office. According to
the letter, an unidentified woman alleges that Hughey "had sexually harassed land) had made improper remarks" to her.
The president’s letter was sent to
Prof. Marshall Bern, who is chairman of a committee established to
conduct a regular five-year review of
the dean’s job performance. Fiveyear reviews of deans are standard
university procedure.
The CFA letter was attached to
the president’s letter to Bean, which
named Hughey.
Fullerton wrote to the committee
that, "By mutual agreement, Dean
Hughey will be going on vacation as
of April 1, 1985, while the Academic
Vice President has a renewed investigation of the single complaint that is
on file in the Faculty Affairs Office."

THURSDAY, MAY 2, 1985
7:30 p.m.
S.J.S.U. Students (in advance) $3.00
General Admission (at the door) $4.00

Anwurawar-

The charge is a mandate from
said. "I am convinced that the proper
machinery )in this matter) is grind- the CSU chancellor’s office and Lenart said she is calling other colleges
ing away."
The dean said he has not been in the system to see how they are
told what the charge is and who is handling the fees.
The charges for A.S. come from
making the charge against him.
"It is a very funny position to be various departments within Business
in." Hughey said, if you don’t know Affairs including: budget, payroll,
who your accusers are and you don’t cashiers, accounts receiveable, genknow what you are being charged eral accounting, data, accounts payable, purchasing, mailroom, business
with.
affairs and personnel.
CFA
the
and
letter
Fullerton’s
The biggest charges for A.S.
letters were obtained from a source came from cashiers, 910,873 and gennamed.
be
to
wish
not
who did
eral accounting, $10,947.
Whoever leaked Fullerton’s and
The notice that went out to the
Rice’s letters to the press acted un- A.S. Business Office, informing Leethically. Young said.
nart of the fee increase states, "It is
"It looks like someone is trying to obvious that the results of this study
destroy Dean Hughey’s life," she are significantly different from cursaid. "The association is appalled rent charges."
and outraged by the vicious public
A.S. board angered
character assassination of Dean Hughey."
Members of the A.S. Board of DiRice has said that neither he nor rectors are angry about the increase
any other CFA chapter members
leaked the confidential letters.
Trying Hughey in the press,
Young said, "is like facing a lynch
mob."
"What can he ( Hughey ) do?"
Young asked. "He has to feel helpless. No matter if he gets cleared, he
still will be damaged by this."
The dean said he "has no recipe"
on how he is "going to put the pieces
back together" if he is vindicated.
However, Hughey said he believes that he can still be an effective
dean if he is cleared of the allegation
made against him.
Hughey, who has not seen the association’s letters, said he "is quite
appreciative of the support of the association."
"I am deeply appreciative of the
support of people (that I have received) from all walks of life," Hughey said. "That support has come in
the form of letters, phone calls and
personal contacts."

Connie Sauer
associate executie
vice president of
Business Affairs
"It (recharge fees) takes the
money right out of the student groups
and out of the students’ pockets."
Schneider said. "Right now we have
no provision in our budget to pay it.
We just won’t pay and that’ll be the
end of that. What are they going to
do? Close down A.S.?"
Schneider also said that it is a
crime that students are assessed a
fee through the university and then
charged again through the auxiliaries.

Student fees concern
During last week’s meeting the
board members expressed concerns
about A.S. having to pay the fee out of
the 810 it receives from each student’s semester fees.
"We’re really getting screwed on
this," Michael Finley, AS. director
of California State Affairs, told the
board.
Finley, who is SJSU’s representative to the California State Student.
Association, said that it was imporhint that the board try to remedy the
situation.
"I can take it to CSSA but they
can’t do much. We’ve got to do something now. We’re not going to pay
this, it’s ridiculous."
The A.S. could pay a student to
sort the mail and do other services
the university provides, said Glenn
Gunter, AS. director of Sponsored
Programs.

DISCOUNT CHARTERS
Join
British European Travel
lights to

FREE

LONDON
FRANKFURT
PARIS
AMSTERDAM
ZURICH
BRITISH EUROPEAN
TRAVEL

1080 Saratoga Ave., San Jose
Call 0081980-7576

San _lose
Film
Festival

A CELEBRATION OF FANTASY
IN FILM

Your gift from
the A.S.
Program Board

RENT IBM SELECTRIC II
CORRECTING TYPEWRITERS

A very special 1/2 price
admission to the San Jose
Film Festival’s tributes to:

LARGE SELECTION OF TYPEFACES

c.

* Ionian Dancers (Greece
* SiS Turkish Folklore Club
* Akbayan (The Philippines)
* Eredet Hungarian Folk Ensemble
* Portugese Catholic Youth
* Ba)kanci (Romania)
Organization
* Farouche and the Desert (-vile’,
* Cynthia Napue.Yemoja (Africa)
(Arabian Belly Dancing)
plus and International Fashion Show!

AS

Mandate from chancellor

’The study is good
because it forces us
to take a look, not
only at the fiscal
side, but from the
management
standpoint.’

Roger Corman & Ray Harryhausen
I .0 .S .

7th Annual International
Folkdance itt Music Festival

vortsore4

From the available information
and because Hughey is black, Fullerton wrote that she did not believe
the dean should be "summarily dismissed."
Her letter stated: "The years
that I spent in the Deep South during
the middle ’Fifties’ left their mark: I
cannot dismiss a black man because
of what is alleged to have been said to
a woman. There has be a clearer indication of a pattern of sexual harassment."
Fullerton, Gruber and Crist were
unavailable for comment at press
time.
Young said that in the association’s letter to Fullerton, it urged the
president to protect Hughey’s civil
rights and to make sure that his right
of due process is not violated.
Hughey should be allowed to
know who his accuser is so as he can
adequately defend himself, Young
said,
"How can you defend yourself if
you don’t know who your accusers
are?" Young asked. "In this country
we have the right to be assumed innocent until proven guilty. We have a
right to know who our accusers are.
don’t think that’s asking too much."
Rice said it is "standard" in the
early phases of such investigations
for the accused not to know who the
accusers are. Hughey will have "his
day in court," he said.
"Nothing is going to happen to
suspend our system of justice," Rice

Sauer said she will negotiate the
fees with the various campus auxiliaries who cannot afford it. Those auxiliaries negotiating with Sauer are,
Housing, Parking, Continuing Education, University Foundation, Student
Union, Spartan Shops and A.S.
"The other auxiliaries will not be
as affected, I would think," said Jean
Lenart, A.S. business administrator.
"But with our (A.S.) fixed, tight dollars, that’s what really hurts us."
S.U. Director Ron Barrett said
that the recharge fees for the S.U.
went from 814,502 to $32,558 after the
study. He has agreed to a compromise of paying one third of the
amount, but said he doesn’t consider
it finalized.
"We can argue that some of the
services we do not need," Barrett
said. "We’re not sure what we’re getting from some of the services and we
can probably reduce them."

The A.S. Business office currently is
working on a 8150,000 budget and has
requested $173,000 for 1985-86. The increase recharge fees would bring the
request up to 8200,000.
A.S. President Michael Schneider said that if A.S. has to put that
money into the A.S. Business Office;
the students will never see it.

For Ticket Information Call:
(408) 277-3690
Morris Dailey Auditorium

-mir=w=f00111M111111111111111L

IMMEDIATE
FREE DELIVERY
& PICK UP

COMPARE OUR
LOW BI -WEEKLY,
MONTHLY AND
QUARTERLY RATES!

1707 North fourth St
CA 951 12

Tribute to Harryhausen
Saturday, april 27th

8:00 p.m. Morris Dailey Auditorium
Present your Student I.D. at
the door to receive your
Special $3.00 1/2 price
admission

WESTERN
RENTALS
’ran Jose,

Tribute to Corman
Friday, April 26th

408/292-0440

Funded by Associated Students
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Dewane Van Leuven
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lived King’s words.
"Eric is God." This was written on the subways of Great Britain during the mid-bixties. Well,
Clapton might not be a god, but his
guitar playing borders on the transcendental.
Clapton started his career
with the Yardbirds, a band that did
a lot of sloppy blues stuff. The lead
singer, Keith Relf, once said that
the Yardbird’s manager kept the
band on "speed and pot."
Clapton left the Yardbirds and
joined up with John Mayall’s
Bluesbreakers for about six
months. The album that was released after Clapton joined the
band showed that he was far ahead
of the Bluesbreakers and their limiting view of "authentic" blues
music.
After the Bluesbreakers, Clapton joined up with Cream, whose
main singer and songwriter was
bassist Jack Bruce. Bruce’s music
was kind of spacey and contained
all kinds of permanently hidden
meanings. This kind of music
could easily fall on its face, and it
would have, if not for Clapton’s in-

credible guitar playing on these albums. Clapton’s blues-tinged guitar was just perfect for Bruce’s
psychedelic sound.
Rumors surrounded Clapton
during this period. The "Clapton is
God" graffiti began. Some said he
got his feeling for the guitar by
spending a year locked in a room
with his axe.
The album that best shows
Clapton’s expertise came, strangely, as a result of a record company’s desire to make money with an
all-star "supergroup." Stevie Winwood, keyboard genius and the
writer of "Gimmie Some Lavin,"
teamed up with Cream alumni
Clapton and Bruce and bassist
Rich Grech.
’ corroboWhat came from that
ration was probably the best guitar solo ever recorded. "Had To
Cry Today," a nine-minute song
written by Winwood, has Clapton
attacking his guitar for a six-minute solo. It’s impossible to explain
if you haven’t heard it. Clapton
certainly took B.B. King’s words to
heart.

Love, history and show lyrics
in next SJSU theater offering
By Sam Gibino

COVER
Comedian’s yuk-it-up on campus Friday night. See story on
page 4. Artist Jim Bricker offers his rendition of the evening.

Is Clapton God? Yes!
You remember the ’60s, don’t
you? The era when all the yuppies
spent their youth taking drugs?
The same yuppies who decided, in
the ’70s, that maybe they should
stop taking drugs and get good
jobs?
The music that came from the
1960s was, for the most part, pablurn that was tailored for the idealized, spaced-out audience of the
’60s, the "tune in, turn on drop
out" generation. A good stereo
type of this attitude comes from
the movie "Spinal Tap." A video
from the fictional band Spinal
Tap’s ’60s hit "Listen to the Flower
People" contains all the hallmarks
of a ’605 song, including fish-eye
photography, go-go dancers and
psychedelic paintings.
Well, there was some good
music to come out of all this mess.
And this music came from people
who explored the outer limits of
music.
B.B. King once said that in guitar playing, it’s not the notes but
"the spaces between the notes"
hat matter." Eric Clapton was
one guitarist popular in the ’605
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The San Jose University Theatre Arts Department will close its season with a presentation of the
musical-comedy-drama "Cabaret." But don’t
think that this stage version is just another rehash
of the movie which starred Liza’ Manelli and Joel
Grey.
The play deals with life in Germany during
Hitler’s reign, and the lives of several people
caught up in that time.
"It would be a mistake to try and compare the
stage version of ’Cabaret’ with the film," said Bob
Jenkins, SJSU’s Director of Theatre. "They are
very different pieces.
"The movie came along and essentially rewrote the play," he said. "What remained intact
were the musical numbers sung in the cabaret."
Jenkins said the plots of the play and the movie
are only vaguely similar. He said the two also differ in the way they handle the characters and their
relationships with each other.
Jenkins said that the lives of the people in the
movie and the stage play are totally different.
"The film version capitalized on the
showmanship of Liza Minelli and the choreography of Bob Fossi to make it entertaining," Jenkins
said. "This play is much more a love story."
The play also mixes its view of romance with a
look at a country and its people caught up in the
evil grip of Nazism. "Cabaret" portrays the decadence of the 1930s.
Jenkins said that the play incorporates many
differing elements. It is serious, political and socially oriented. Yet, at the same time it highlights
"a dozen or more of the finest songs every written
for the musical stage."

The music in the play adds much to the audience’s enjoyment of the production, Jenkins said.
"These are the kind of tunes that people carry
away from the theater," he said. "They are wonderful, wonderful tunes.
"This play is very risque and that is of course
another source of its attraction to audiences," he
said. "The play features a lot of scantily clad, good
looking men and women strutting their stuff in
these hilariously good-natured raunchy tunes."
Casting the production was sometimes a matter of hard work and sometimes just plain luck,
Jenkins said.
For several of the parts literally only one person showed up and that person was the right one.
For other parts there were more good people then
characters for them to play, he said.
"We were both blessed with the fact that what
we really needed showed up and also the fact that
we had a lot of choices with the other characters,"
he said.
Jenkins said he expects the university’s production of "Cabaret" to provide the audience with
a good time as well as giving the audiences chance
to reflect on the events that surround the plays
plot.
"I think they can expect to be royally entertained because the songs and dances are bonzo,
wacko fun," he said. "People will be able to sit
there and just relax with the humor and fun of
these wonderful numbers.
Cabaret will run May 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 in
the University Theatre located at 5th and San Fernando Streets. Tickets, for the 8 p.m. shows, are $6
for students and 97 for general admission. For tickets and information call 277-2777.

LETTERS
The Entertainer welcomes all comments and criticism. Please
identify yourself along with your major, class standing and telephone number. All letters become property of the Entertainer and
may be edited for length and grammar.

RATINqS
The Entertainer uses the following system for rating the performance or quality of a featured piece of art. Each rating is given
by the individual author, and is done to give the reader a summarized opinion of the material:
Excellent
*
*
Good effort
* * *
Average
* *
Stay Away

MEASURE FOR MEASURE

Beth Ranney

Balance brought by
Joe Bob’s reviews
will be sorely missed
Joe Bob is dead, poor Joe Bob
is dead.
About a week ago, I lay in bed
trying to induce illusive sleep. In
an attempt to lull myself into a
dream state, I opened the morning
paper. After reading about why
the Pacific basin is important to
the United States, how much the
dollar is buying in Europe, congressional problems, gubernatorial problems, pollution problems,
etc., I happened on a buried tidbit
by buried I mean page 54 of the
San Francisco Chronicle syndicated columnist Joe Bob Briggs
the Texas drive-in movie critic has
been ordered to stop producing his
weekly movie review.
The seize and desist measure
came from Briggs’ employer, the
Dallas Times Herald. Claiming
Briggs’ copy has produced too
many complaints during its three
year stint, (Briggs uses graphic
and imaginative terms to describe
movie cast members) the paper
has bowed to pressure from cry
babies and is ordering its termination.
Syndication to over 50 national
papers will also be halted.
What does this mean to you the
consumer?
It means the obvious. You will
no longer be able to open your Sunday Chronicle and Examiner or
your Friday Mercury News and
read Briggs’ light-hearted, red-

neck approach to movie reiewing. I think it is a shame to lose this
type of input. It is such a nice counterpoint to the generally dry and ,
long-winded verbage contained in
daily papers.
I am not the only one who has
been lifted by Briggs’ satire, several of my newsroom cohorts appreoiate him. And, according to the almost overlooked Chronicle article,
"despite frequent protests, the
three-year-old column was among
the most popular fixtures in the
newspaper, Times Herald editors
have said,"
Without a doubt Briggs uses
defamatory terms to describe people. But being a proud member of
the group, affectionately known as
bimbo’s by Briggs, I find his
humor extremely funny, off the
wall and breezy.
Why can’t people take a joke?
Briggs can keep calling me a
bimbo all he wants, I have enough
self-esteem to not take it seriously.
Which is exactly the intent behind
his column.
Unfortunately what this experience ( the taking away of some
great entertainment) has shown
me is that I should have been writing letters all along to Briggs extolling his column.
So I am, in part, at fault for his
demise. The cry babies won. Not
because they %Vera right, but because they were loud.
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Dream into action not a gamble with money
By Beth Johnson
These days it’s a gamble buying a record album. It’s no fun
forking out your last 68.99, plus
tax, only to find out that the record
falls short of your musical expectations.
English
vocalist
Howard
Jones’ latest album "Dream into
Action" may not exactly set the
music world on fire but it will at
least warm the listening audience
to Jones’ talent.

virwyl
Jones writes all of his own
work but uses extra musicians and
vocalists to round out his sound.
Female vocalists Afrodiziak and
the brass instrument group TKO
Horns, worked with Jones on this
record.
"Dream into Action" is Jones’

second album. His first album,
"Human Lib" released last year,
featured the quasi -hit "What is
Love." The lyrics to the hit weren’t
much, but the tune was catchy and
grabbed at the hearts of the American lovelorn.
Jones’ latest effort combines
several sounds. The first track off
side one "Things Can Only Get
Better," is upbeat. It made the top40 charts recently and is sure to
climb even further.

Tears For Fears moves into pop
music scene with new album
By Liz Lynott
Tears For Fears’ second
album "Songs From The Big
Chair" is a successful attempt by
the band to move into the pop
music scene. The album has
moved steadily up Billboard Magazine’s Top 100 List to number 34
and the first release off the album,
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"Everybody Wants To Rule The
World," has moved to number 26.
Locally, the band seems to be
enjoying even more popularity as
their album is occupying the fifth
position on the Tower Record
chart.
Their second album, is a definite departure from their release
two years ago of "The Hurting,"
which leaned more toward punk/new wave style music

"Songs From The Big Chair,"
is a collection of danceable and
slower moving songs. With the
strong vocals from the most Visible performers in the four-man
band of Curt Smith and Roland Orzabal, the album is a success and
it’s obvious why it’s enjoying
growing popularity.
"Shout," the first song on the
album, is definitely one of the
group’s best attempts, though it
sounds suspiciously like the
Thompson Twins. It has a catchy
rhythm even though the same simple verse is repeated again and
again throughout the song.
Shout, shout
Let it all out
These are the things
condo without
So come on, I’m talking to you
.
"The Working Hour" is a refreshing song which relies heavily
on saxaphone and piano, leading it
into a more jazz and blues vein
than most of other songs on the
album.
The second side of the album
slows down with "Believe" and
"Listen." They are both slow moving ballads. Although they are nice
for some easy listening music they
may put some listeners to sleep.
But that won’t last long as the guitar solo "Broken," which follows
"Believe," would wake anyone up

FLINT CENTER PRESENTS Steve Silver’s

BEACH BLANKET BABYLON’S

FRIDAY, MAY 10 8 p.m.
CUPERTINO
FLINT CENTER

Although Tears For Fears
does not introduce anything radically new musically or lyrically to
the pop music world, it is definitely
worth listening to.
Like most of the pop music
bands being introduced, they suffer from some degree of many
songs sounding alike, and much of
their work sounding like other
bands. In spite of this, Tears For
Fears has managed to look at pop
music from a variety of angles and
has created an album that does not
quite fit the average pop music
* *
mold.

Jones isn’t worried about appearing trendy or new wave in his
interpretation of the song.
Still, he possesses an extraordinary vocalization quality. His
voice isn’t flawless. Listeners can
easily detect strains in Jones’
voice, but they add (rather than
detract) to Jones’ performance.
He ends each verse of "Things
can only get better" with a chorus
of "Wow Wow Wow Oh, Wow Wow
Wow, Oh Oh Oh." Before long, listeners may find themselves chanting along to the song.
Another tune off side one,
"Like to get to know you well," is
definitely the album’s best pick.
The song is imaginative with
lyrics that tug at your emotions. It
helps label Jones as an artist with
both vocal and lyrical talent.
The words are simple:
Like to get to know you well
Like to get to know you well
Like to get to know you well
So we can be one
We can be one together
Together we can cast away the
fear
Together we can wipe away the
tear
Together we can strip down the
barriers
And be one
It would sure be nice if life
were as simple and pleasant as
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Jones’ song.
Jones’ first album had several
more ballad-like songs than on
"Dream into Action." The albums
title cut, "Dream into action,"
could be placed in the ballad category.
Synthesized music and drum
beats carefully counter beat
Jones’ vocalization. Lyrics follow
with each beat of the drum:
Between every man there is a
division
Nobody ever seems to get it right
Even between friends there is a
long gap
One of them makes a mistake,
therein a fight
The song reads like an heartsick love letter yet not too sappy.
Jones’ is a consistent artist.
He never over emphasizes but
carefully finds the right balance
that makes his songs work.
If you’re in the market for a
well-rounded album that could become a personal favorite, make
Jones’
the
investment
into
* * * *
"Dream into Action."
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Funny
Comedians ham it up for laughs,
excite crowd with humor, props
By Marcos Breton
The master of ceremonies,
Greg Morton, stepped on stage
under the glare of the spotlight,
surveyed his dying-to-laugh audience and spoke.
"So this is San Jose State,"
Morton said,"I hear this is one of
the best places around to get your
high school education."
The packed house, gathered in
the Student Union Ballroom, broke
up with laughter.
Comedy had returned to SJSU.
The Fourth Annual Stand Up
Comedy Show, sponsored by the
Associated Students Program
Board with help from the Miller
Brewering Conn...soy, last Friday
night was, judging by the continuous laughter of a very animated
audience, a big success.
Featuring Steven Pearl, the
comedy show also presented comedians D’ Alan Moss, Larry
Brown and Bob Rubin.
Before the show even started
scattered groups of SJSU students
began tossing around Lite Beer
Comedy Connection hats which
were passed out during the week to
publicize the show. This crowd was
looking for any excuse to laugh.
Morton opened the show with a
quick monologue touching on subjects such as drinking, homosexuals and religion. He received very
good responses from the crowd, although much of what he said is unprintable.
On stage Morton was cool and
controlled. Lead-off comic Bob
Rubin was not.
Anyone who has ever seen Rubin’s routine will not soon forget it.
He is, to say the least, different.
Sporting a motorized wind
blower (the kind that maintenance
people use to blow debris off city
streets) Rubin began his routine
with continuous smoke spewing
out the back of his machine.
He said he used the blower be-

’I started doing
Elvis impressions
in high school and I
did them until he
died. I stopped
because I didn’t
want to take it that
far.’
Bob Rubin
Comic

Stand-up

’Why do people you
love (in music),
like John Lennon or
Marvin Gaye, have
to die? Why
couldn’t someone
shoot Barry
Manilow?’
D’Alan Moss
Stand-up Comic
cause he wanted to combine his
two favorite things. Riding on a
motorcycle with the wind blowing
in his face and telling jokes are
those things.
"Since the only way I could do
that would be for all of you to run
next to my motorcycle I brought
this," Rubin said as he proceeded
to point the blower to his face and
begin telling jokes.
From then on -it was a weird
assortment of strange high-powered humor, culminating with Rubin’s own Elvis imitation.
"I started doing Elvis impressions in high school and I did them
until he died," Rubin said. "I
stopPed because I didn’t want to
take it that far."
Rubin’s imitation has a different twist than the standard Elvis
routine. Instead of portraying
Elvis himself, the part of "The
King" is played by a canned ham
with Rubin supplying the hip shaking.
If impersonation is the most
sincere form of flattery than it is
doubtful Elvis Presley would know
quite how to take Rubin.
Where Rubin was loud and
weird, Larry Brown was quiet and
weird.
Pointing out his inadequacies
was a topic Brown did not shy
from.
To illustrate, he said that as an
aspiring actor the only movie role
he had landed thus far, was that of
a mental patient in the movie
"Birdy."
Aside from illuminating his
shortcomings Brown poked fun at
some of the places he has played.
"I played in Ukiah once and I
found out that Ukiah was Indian
for ’lots of pickups with rifle racks
in the back," Brown said.
The next comic D’Alan Moss
was an all-out smash. From the
time he took the stage and greeted
his audience by saying, "good evening white people," Moss was delivered a sharp as a razor routine.

He joked about his upbringing
in a racially -mixed family.
"When I was growing up I was
so confused," Moss said. "I had a
Cadillac with a gun rack in the
back.
"I was so confused I didn’t
know whether to go to my room
and play basketball or go outside
and study."
Moss also talked about his love
for sports and music.
"You talk about drugs in
sports. When a player gets hurt
and is lying down on the ground he
isn’t hurt. He is just snorting up
the white lines on the field," Moss
said.
"Why do people you love ( in
music), like John Lennon or Marvin Gaye, have to die?" Moss said.
"Why couldn’t someone shoot
Barry Manilove?"
The headliner Steven Pearl
was probably the most inventive
comic of the entire lineup but by
the time he came on stage it
seemed the audience was almost
laughed out.
This could have been due to
each comic’s long about 30 to 45
minutes routine.
Regardless, Pearl plunged in
by roasting his former working
place: Jack-in-the-box.
"When I worked at Jack-inthe-box I used to paint the phony
grill marks on all the hamburgers," Pearl said.
He also poked fun at President
Reagan.
"A lot of people don’t know it
but Reagan’s face is on Mt. Rushmore," Pearl said. "His face is on
the part that hasn’t been carved
yet."
Lasting about three hours, the
Fourth Annual Stand Up Comedy
Show was so good that one can only
hope next year SJSU will host the
Fifth Annual Stand Up Comedy
Show.
The Lite Beer Comedy Connection will conclude its stint at
SJSU with the appearance of Bob
"Bobcat" Goldthwait and Uncle
Stinky’s Dipsy Doodle Review,
May II, for two shows at 8 and JO
pm. Advance tickets: $5 students,
$8 general. Door: $6 students. $7
general.
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Comedy’s popularity
prompts campus, brewer
program collaboration
By Christine Frankendal
Comedy is popular today and
that is the reason why the Associated Students Program Board is
presenting a "Spring ’85 Comedy
Series" this semester, according
to Associated Student Program
Board Director Alan Day.
"Considering the number of
people coming to the shows, 200 to
the first one and 700 to the second,
it’s the best value for the student
money," Day said.
The Program Board has spent
close to $3,400 on the series, which
include the free one-hour Brown
Bag Comedy Show featuring Jon
Ross & Not Necessarily the News,
two weeks ago; the 4th Annual
Stand Up Comedy Show in the Student Union Ballroom last Friday
evening; and Bob "Bobcat" Goldthwait & Uncle Stinky’s Dipsy Doodle Review in the S.U. Ballroom at
Band 10 p.m. on May 11.
In addition tr., the Program
Board funds, the Miller Brewing
Company contributed $800 for entertainment and advertising, Day
said. Miller also provided 8400

worth ot promotional merchandise, including hats, T-shirts and
jackets, that were given away and
tossed out during the shows.
It is the first semester Miller
promoted this kind of event on
campuses. With its Lite Beer
"Comedy Connection," the brewing company will help to underwrite and promote over 50 events
on 15 of the nation’s campuses.
Yet, it is the Program Board
that presents the series, books the
talent, chooses and reserves locations and arranges the advertising
campaign. A.S. Program Board
Forums Chairman Dennis Sperry,
mainly organized the program and
selected the comedians for the
shows. Sperry said live comedy entertainment draws large crowds.
"We try to provide shows everyone can enjoy. After all, it’s
their (the students) money,"
Sperry said.
According to Day, the comedy
shows have been successful and
will continue next semester if the
interest is still there. He added
that Friday’s show made a 8400
profit from the ticket sales.

’We try to provide shows everyone can
enjoy. After all, it’s their (the students)
money.’
Dennis Sperry
A.S. Program Board Forums Chairman
Clockwise,
starting with
large
photograph,
Bob Rubin
uses blower to
get the affect
of wind in his
hair
something he
loves as well
as telling
jokes. D’Allen
Moss reaches
out to the
crowd during
Friday’s
Stand Up
Comedy Show
in the Student
Union
Ballroom.
Greg Morton,
master of
ceremonies
for the event
had a cool,
controlled
comedy style
which was at
variance to
some of the
crazier guys.
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SJSU dance group
needs to evolve style
Ru Aaron Crowe
Every semester the SJSU
dance majors who make up Danceworks, come together and give a
performance to display their talents. But this semester, Danceworks was out-danced by a San
Francisco company which was
also part of the show.
Last Saturday night, Danceworks gave the audience of about
100 a good show, but the MacfarCo.
Danceart
land/Whistler
showed what dance is really supMacfarDuncan
posed to be about.
land and Clare Whistler formed
Danceart in August 1984 in San
Francisco.
Macfarland and Whistler gave
a vibrant performance in the composition "In The Manner of
Many." Accompanying music by
The Pretenders made them come
alive on stage and was the best
music all night. It showed how
music can help a presentation.
The two dancers relayed the
message of what dance is meant to
be, like the telegraph relayed the
first message across the U.S. They
allowed the audience to feel the expression of art between them.
The hand to arm movement
between the dancers set off another motion equally as beautiful.
They made each other look good.
Not only was "Talk of the Town,"
another Pretenders’ song that was
performed to by Macfarland and
Clare, but Danceart should be the
talk of Danceworks as they prepare for next semester

Dancew orks was founded by a
group of SJSU dance alumnae in
1981. According to the program
notes, it aims to develop the choreographic and dance talent of
SJSU that might otherwise be lost
to the San Jose dance community.
The Fall 1983 Danceworks performance had many hours of practice that went into it and was a lot
of work for the dancers, but this semester’s gig was basically the
same style as the performance
one-and-one-half years ago.
The group is still hopping on
one leg and spinning around, but it
gave a valiant effort in its performance of "Aviary," where the
members danced right into the audience.
In one scene, the dancers were
sitting on movable chairs and
wheeling around the stage. They
were supposed to be some kind of
waterfowl, and a hunter walked
through the audience with a shotgun. It was psychotic humor, but it
hit the funny bone like the public
television show Monty Python
does.
One problem with the setting
was that most of the audience was
on the same level as the stage.
This made it difficult to see and
throughout the evening, people
were stretching their necks to see
over the gentleman with the threefoot-neck sitting in front of them.
The seating arrangement was set
up so that people in the front row
could see, but the line of sight just
got worse for the rows of people behind

Steve Alden

SJSU dancers Jenny McAllister and David Miller rehearse for last week’s concert
The piece "From My Fleeting
House," performed by Danceworks, was well done, but the solemn mood was not helped by the
same unison rhythmic movements
of the dancers.
The members work well to’

gether and they have improved individually, but maybe they could
take a lesson from Danceart on
how to improve their style. The
Danceworks members were trying
too much to move like poetry and
were not moving like a good story,

as Macfarland and Whistler were.
The
Macfarland/Whistler
Danceart Co. will be going on its
third European tour in May and if
Danceworks can do it, it should try
to persuade Danceart to stay in
San Jose and give a few lessons

SJSU high school art exhibition
draws young talent to campus

Benefit to raise money
for art galleries, foundry

By Janet Lee

By Peter Lazich

One piece started out as a doodle and turned into a
full-fledged art illustration. Another art piece was
inspired by the artist’s environment. Still another artist was so enchanted with Christie Brinkley’s "happy
face" that he was inspired to do a pencil drawing of
her.
These are some of the motivations that influenced
students from 25 Santa Clara County high schools to
make the art works that they did and these works, in
turn, were submitted to SJSU’s fifth annual "High
School Art Exhibition."
The exhibit showcases diversity and talent of
local high school students. A total of 495 art pieces including photographs, ceramics, glass, collages, jewerly, painting and other illustrations were submitted
and are available for public viewing.
In addition, 33 awards were given out by the SJSU
Art Department.
"This show is so important for the kids in high
school," SJSU Gallery Director, Andy Ostheimer
said. "The awards make the students think it’s possible for them to be artists. It helps motivate them and
gives them recogonition for work well done."
Michael Martinez, a junior at Overfelt High
School in East San Jose, took the Best of Show award
for his ceramic piece, which he says students, who
have seen the exhibit, have nicknamed "Death."
"Death" is a strong work of art that depicts a dented
trash can dumped on to a city street. Near it is a skull.
It appears to be lying in a pool of blood. A nearby
building is painted gray. Two vultures positioned on
each side of the walls are surveying the scene. A skull
and cross bones and words like "Our Turf" and other
graffiti grace the back side of the walls of "Death."
Martinez says he lives in East San Jose and the
ceramic sculpture is his interpretation of the "bad

parts" of his environment. It represents the "dark
side" of street life in general, he said.
Ostheimer said Martinez received the award because his art piece is "unique and extremly well
done." She said for the Best of Show award the jurors,
which included Ostheimer, photography Prof. Reed
Estabrook, and Steve French, associate chairman
and professor of art, had looked for original, adventuresome and qdalitive work.
Other winners include Brian Kirk, a senior at
Homestead High School in Cupertino. Kirk took first
prize for his air-brushed and hand-painted illustration
of Santa Claus coming out of (or falling into) a broken
silver-colored round Christmas tree ornament. All
one sees is Santa’s red and white stocking cap.
Ostheimer comments that media figures such as
Christie Brinkley and Prince appear frequently in students’ work. She thinks they appear as heros in the
students’ work.
Duc Nguyen, a junior at Overfell High School in
East San Jose, took third place for his illustration of
Christie Brinkley. Nguyen, who uses lead and pastel
pencils, drew Brinkley’s portrait from a photograph.
Nguyen said he draws on his free time. He wants
to be a dentist, but may now draw as a career.
Today is the last day the exhibit will be displayed.
Those interested in the arts should not miss this incredible display of talent. Unfortunately for art collectors, non of the students spoken to were willing to
sell their award winning work. So today may be the
last time these works will be exhibited publicly. The
art works are on display in Art Galleries 1 and 2 in the
Art Department. Although, the official viewing hours
are Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday from 11 a.m.
to 4 p.m., both galleries have been open daily from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m.

Tomorrow evening a benefit, organized by the teachers
and students of the Art as a
Business class, will be held to
raise money for the Art Building galleries and the campus
foundry.
"This is not the first year
we have had a benefit like
this," said Catherine Taylor,
one of the student organizers,
"but this is the first time a
group outside of the foundry
has organized the event."
The benefit, entitled "Lost
and Foundry," is one in a long
line of yearly fund-raisers put
together to raise money needed
by the SJSU Art Department
and the foundry.
Money raised tomorrow
evening will help finance student and guest artists displaying their works in any one of the
many galleries in the Art Building which are free to the public.
A portion of the funds raised
will go to the campus foundry,
located on South Fifth Street.
"The foundry," said Taylor, "is where the sculpture students do their metal casting."
During the evening "unusual art pieces," donated by
some of the Art Department’s

faculty, will be given away as
door prizes. The contributors
are Ken Advil, John Batten berg, G. C. Bowman, Robert
Fritz, David Middlebrook, Will
Nelson, Harry Powers, Linda
Rosenus and Robert Smith.
According to Taylor, some
of the pieces to be given away
are on display in showcase 1E,
located on the first floor of the
Art Building.
The entertainment for the
evening will be provided by two
jazz bands from the SJSU
Music Department. Dinner,
according to Taylor, will be
barbeque turkey.
The benefit will be held at
the foundry, located at 1036 S.
Fifth St. (south side of Highway
280) and there will be plenty of
free parking. The evening will
begin at 5 p.m. with dinner
served from 6 to 8 p.m. Drawings for the door prizes will be
held at 10 p.m. and winners
need not be present to win.
Tickets are $6 in advance and $7
at the door.
For more information contact Millie Solomon or Joseph
Schibler at 277-2619; or Peggy
Lee at the Art Department
store room ( A125) at 277-2547
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Broderick delivers in love story ’ Ladyhawke’
By J.G

Griswold
There’s nothing like a good
sword fight, a heroic nobleman, a
little bit of magic, a beautiful girl
and a nasty villain to make you
wish you lived during the Dark
Ages.
"Ladyhawke" is an enjoyable
story about two lovers doomed to
be seperated from each other as a
result of an evil curse cast upon
them by the villainous Bishop of
Aquila.
The lovely maiden is a hawk
by day and a beautiful woman at
night while her beau is a heoric nobleman by day and a black, prowling wolf at night. Only for a split
second, at sunrise and sunset, can
they almost touch.
Meanwhile, back at Aquila,
Phillipe the Mouse, a wily young
pickpocketer played by Matthew
Broderick, escapes from the bishop’s dungeon where he was waiting to swing from the end of a rope.
Phillipe is the first person ever to
escape from the high priest’s
prison, a feat that sends a small
army after him.
To ensure his escape, the
young thief calls upon God’s help,
promising Him that he will always
tell the truth and never steal
again. However, like any good con
artist, Phillipe quickly reneges on
his promise. But God has other
plans for him as he pairs him up

From left, Bulger Hauer as the man 58 ho turns n;glitl
into the wolf, Navarre, and Matthew Broderick as Philippe the Mouse, from the medieval movie Ladyhawke.’
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eyes to charm the audience. He is
able to deliver long monologues
without leaving people sleeping in
their seats
The occasional comical dialouge between the principles is an
added delight to the movie, especially the scenes where Phillipe
speaks to God in hopes of receiving
divine help in getting him out of
some tight spots.
"I also know that I have little
chance of getting into heaven,"
Phillipe tells God. "But it can’t
hurt to try. And if I’m going to the
other place, perhaps I can persuade the Almighty ... in his infinite mercy .. . to postpone the
trip."
Broderick’s outstanding performance makes this a movie that
** *
you don’t want to miss.
WITH
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with the nobleman who thinks
Phillipe is God’s answer to helping
him destroy the bishop.
The journey to Aquila takes
the two, along with the hawk,
across an ever-changing terrain,
from lowland marshes to snowy
mountain passes. Of course, the
nasty bishop’s soldiers try to stop
the trio on their quest to end the
spell.
Although the story is interesting, it tends to be predictable. Surprises are not to be found in this
movie. Another flaw is that the
movie’s pace, at times, is too slow.
Fortunately, Broderick’s performance is terrific and carries
the movie through the less exciting
scenes. As in his other movies
"Wargames" and "Max Dugan
Returns" Broderick utilizes his
broad smile and his mischievious

Expiration Date: May 15, 1985
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Events
San Jose Film Festival This
year’s San Jose Film Festival,
held from April 25 through 28, features fantasy in film, with tributes
to fantasy movie pioneers Roger
Corman and Ray Harryhausen.
The Festival’s tribute to Corman
and Harryhausen will be held at 8
p.m. Fri. and Sat., respectively, at
Morris Dailey Auditorium. Student tickets for each tribute are
available for $3. Much, much more
is happening at the Film Festival,
From film premiers to workshops.
For 24-hour program information,
call 971-7023.

Music
Jazz saxoDavid Sanborn
phonist David Sanborn, plus a special guest, will perform Fri, April
26 at the Warfield Theatre in San
Francisco. There are two shows,
at 7:30 and 10:30 p.m.Tickets are
$13.50 advance and $15 at the door.
Chicago Masters of the love
song, Chicago, will play with Alan
Kaye Fri, April 26 at 8 p.m. at the
Oakland Coliseum. Tickets are $16
reserved.
Salute to Zoot A tribute to
the late Zoot Sims, will be held
Wed., May 1 from 8:30 p.m to 1:30
p.m. at Kimball’s, 300 Grove St.,
San Francisco. Featured players
will be Al Cohn, Stan Getz, Richie
Cole, Dave Frishberg, Pete &
Conte Candoli, Jimmy Rowles,
Wyatt Ruther, Eddie Duran, Vince
Lateano, Mel Martin and more.
Admission is $15 and benefits the
Zoot Sims Memorial Scholarship
Fund.

Clubs
Tonight (8:30
Spartan Pub
p.m. to midnight): Back Alive
with Cachet.
ToKeystone Palo Alto
night: Thunder & Lightning with
Nick
and
Cipollina
John
Gravenites, Andy Just & the Rock.
mites and the Chris Cain band.
Tickets: $5 10 6. Fri.: Shakes, Flying Eyes and the Responsibles.
Tickets: $5 to $6. Sat.: The Jets,
Atlantis and Lennox. Tickets: $5 to
$6. Mon.: Lords of the Noew
Church. Tickets: $7.50 to $8.50. 260
California Ave., Palo Alto.
Tonight.: FishThe Stone
bone with the Fibonaccis and the
Hesitations. Tickets: $5 to $6. Fri.:
Robert Sidler with the Necropolis
of Love and Impulse. Tickets: $5 to
$6. Sat.: Lords of the New Church,
Monkey Rhythm, Crawlaway and
Machine. Tickets: $8.50 to $10. 412
Broadway, San Francisco.
Tonight: AfriWoflgang’s
can/World Beat party with Olatunji and his Drums of Passion.
Mapenzi and DJ Jonathan E. Sun.:

Moody Quartet with George Cables, Jeff Carney, and Gaylord
Birch. Showtimes at 8:30, 10 and
11:30 p.m. Tickets: $9.50. Fri. and
Sat.: Eddie Harris Trio with Albert "Tutti" Heath and Louis
Spears. Showtimes at 9:30, 11 p.m.
and 12:30 a.m. Tickets: $9.50. Mon.

and Tues.: Sphere with Kenny
Barron. Charlie Rouse. Buster
Williams and Ben Riley. Showtimes at 8:30, 10 and 11:30 p.m.
Tickets: $10. 300 Grove St. (at
Franklin), San Francisco.
The Great American Music
Hall Tonight: Jim & Jesse & the

By J. M. Andermatt
Going to Europe this summer?
Never been there before? Well,
help is only as far away as your
local bookstore.
"Europe: Where the Fun Is,"
by Rollin Riggs and Bruce Jacobsen, is designed to supplement the
everyday, run-of-the-mill travel
guides like "Let’s Go Europe" and
others. It offers the reader a myriad of lively ideas about what to do
after hours in such cities as Berlin,
Paris and Rome. Also covered in
the paperback book are Europe’s
hottest beaches, best hiking spots,
some of the best places to shop and
how-to chapters on chartering
canal boats and renting a sailboat.
Riggs and Jacobsen have a
cocky sense of humor that makes
the reading interesting and always
entertaining. They wrote the book
because they felt they "had to do
it." It was murder, they wrote, to
dance at another elegant Parisian
nightclub, check out another nude
beach, and explore the best bars in
Amsterdam.
The guide offers insight on
where to drink, eat and have fun in
some of Europe’s oldest cities. The
authors also include out-of-theway spots to relax or see sights
that the typical tourist doesn’t
even know exist, such as a spectacular garden above the Spanish
Steps overlooking the Eternal City
of Rome.
The authors recruited many of
their colleagues at Yale to ensure
the details are correct and then

embarked on a European holiday
themselves. They did a good job
double-checking their facts and,
for the most part, recommend
ideal, "fun" places. This doesn’t
mean, however, that there is no
room for improvement in their
next edition.
Noticeably absent from the
book are some major cities in Europe that are definitely worth mentioning. Did they forget about
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huge international airport that it
should have been included. It also
has a part of town, Sachsenhausen,
that caters exclusively to young
people and happens to be one of the
most enjoyable places to stay up
all night long.

Riggs and Jacobsen describe
the places they’ve seen in simple
terms. But, their humor and their
emotional reaction to cities are
also revealed. For example,"Berlin will haunt you," or "The town
of Hvar, Yugoslavia, is pretty
Stockholm, Oslo and Helsinki? Or close to being a beach bum’s pardid they just go as far north as Co- adise.
?And,
newhat
gah
neCopabout
This simplicity of language is
penhagen. How could they possibly appealing.
neglect to add Cafe Victor to their
list of suggestions one of the best
The book may help first-time
places in the city for profound po- travelers to the old country but
litical thought in about six lan- will not be needed for those more
guages?
seasoned . But even first -timers to
Frankfurt, West Germany is Europe could have the guts to ask
also not mentioned in the book. natives (bartenders, waitresses,
Granted, it is not considered a cab drivers, tourist drivers) where
tourist town, but so many travel- the best places to go are. That’s
ers end up there because of the what Riggs and Jacobsen did
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Virginia Boys. Tickets: $11. Fri.:
The Looters and Zulu Spear. Tickets: $6. Sat.: The Seldom Scene.
’rickets: $9. Sun.: The Montreux
Band with Carol Anger, Barbra
Higbie, Mike Marshall, Andy Narell & Todd Phillips. Tickets: $8.
859 O’Farrell St., San Francisco.

Book offers tips for finding
lively spots for a European trip
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Peter Hamill. Tickets: $10 to $11.
901 Columbus Ave., San Francisco.
Rooster T. Feathers
Fri.
and Sat.: Dr. Gonzo, D’Alan Moss,
and Dave Anderson. Tues. through
next Sat.: Carrie Snow, Steve Kravitz, and Ric Schrader. Cover
charge is $4 during the week, and
$6 on Fri. and Sat. 157 W. El Camino, Sunnyvale.
Fargos Fri. and Sat.: Rival.
Sun. (5 to 8 p.m.): Professor
Plum’s Dixieland Band. Cover
charge is $5 on weekends, and free
the rest of the week. 250 California
St. (at the Old Mill Center), Mountain View.
Tonight: Holy
The Catalyst
Sisters of the Ga Ga Da Da with
Camper Van Beethoven. Tickets:
$1. Fri.: Johnny Otis. Sat.: Tao
Chemical with Robert Sidler. 1011
Pacific Ave., Santa Cruz.
Tonight: The
Niles Station
Punch. Fri.: Criminals. Sat.: The
Shakes. No cover charge at Niles
Station. 37501 Niles Blvd., Fremont.
ToThe Last Day Saloon
night: Jonathan Richman with
Mike Pritchard. Showtime is at 9
p.m. Tickets: $6. Fri.: Pride &
Joy. Tickets: 15. Sat.: Mary Wells,
the Queen of Motown, with Will
Porter and Kurtis Womack. Two
shows, at Sand 10:30p.m. Tickets:
$7 advance, $8 day of show. Sun.:
The Rhythm-O-Matics. No cover
for Sun. show. Tues.: Vision with
Ernesto Browne. Tickets: $4. 406
Clement St., San Francisco.
0.T. Price’s Music Hall Tonight: Special Fun. Tickets: $3 at
the door. Fri.: The Cool Jerks.
Tickets: $3 door. Sat.: The Spazztics with the Submarines. Tickets: $3 door. Sun.: Comedy Night
with D’Alan Moss, Uncle Stinky’s
Dipsy Doodle Review and the John
Silver Band. Mon.: The Seldom
Scene plus Sidesaddle. Showtime
is at 8:30 p.m. Tickets: $7.50 advance, $8.50 at the door. Tues.: Taj
Headman-Owens.
plus
Mahal
Showtime is at 8:30 p.m. Tickets:
$10 advance, $11 at the door. 3660
Soquel Dr., Soquel.
Tonight: James
Kimball’s
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